Editor’s Notes, 4 April 14 Edition

This list is not complete and a few products have never had their ship name data imported into it. Players are welcome to send to ADB their comments, reports, additions, and corrections for this listing. To be used, they must be in the following specific format: [NAME] (the name of the ship) [PRODUCT] (the specific product in which it is printed) [PAGE] the page number in that product. If you notice that an entire product is missing (for example, Module R9) then do not do line items, just tell us what products are missing and we will do them the normal way.

I am fully aware that there are a lot of "format issues" (things in various point sizes, bold or not, italic or not, all caps or not, spelled out or not) and do not plan to waste time on these (at least now). So you don’t need to waste your time giving me a list of things which need to be in different point sizes or upper case or lower case or whatever. The point of this document is to get information into the hands of players, and since we’re not changing money for it, we cannot afford to spend employee time fixing such things (as they have no bearing on the information, they just make it look pretty).

You are welcome to submit new ship names, marking those that you actually use in your campaigns (and any special requests) so that we can accommodate these if possible. If you are suggesting that a ship be named for a historical person or ship, include biographical and reference data to confirm the proposal.

For the most part, X-ship names are not included. These were all in Module X1, and until I have time to dig them out of the backup disks, that list will have to serve.

If there are more names than there should be, assume that the extras are replacements or ships never built.

It is not unusual for two or more races to each give a ship the same name.

NOTE: This is the revised edition of the list, including everything to date, unless we forgot something. Whenever we finish a product, we assign the ship names during the very last day of editing the manuscript and update the historical records at that point.

FEDERATION SHIP NAMES

All preceded by USS (United Star Ship).

BATTLESHIPS
BB BATTLESHIPS: 2151 Ares, 2152 Mars, 2153 Nebu, 2154 Kali, 2155 Hachiman, 2156 Horus, 2157 Tyr. (None of these were actually built.)
BBV BATTLESHIP CARRIERS: None built.
SDS STELLAR DOMINATION SHIPS: None built.

DREADNOUGHTS
DN DREADNOUGHTS: 2100 Federation, 2101 Star League, 2106 Konkordium, 2110 Directorate, 2112 Star Union, 2113 Alliance, 2115 Dominion, 2119 Consortium.
CVA HEAVY CARRIERS: 2200 Napoleon, 2201 MacArthur, 2202 Zhukov.
DLX LIGHT DREADNOUGHT: None were built. Conversion to X-technology proved impossible.
DNF DREADNOUGHTS: 2120 Entente, 2109 Concordat.
DNG DREADNOUGHTS: 2120 Entente, 2121 Trusteehip, 2122 Unification, 2123 Solidarity.
DNH HEAVY DREADNOUGHTS: 2121 Trusteehip.
DNL LIGHT DREADNOUGHTS: 2161 Star Tiger (converted to DVL), 2162 Star Leopard, 2163 Star Cougar, 2164 Star Lion, 2165 Star Lynx (possibly never built).
DNM MEDIUM DREADNOUGHT: Proposed conversion of DNLs; none were built.
DNW WAR DREADNOUGHT: None Built.
DVL LIGHT DREADNOUGHT CARRIER: 2161 Star Tiger
SCS SPACE CONTROL SHIPS: 2203 Julius Caesar, 2204 George Washington, 2205 Frederick the Great.

HEAVY BATTLECRUISERS
BCV HEAVY BATTLE CARRIERS: 1754 Shangri-La.
BCS BATTLE CONTROL SHIPS: 1764 Atlantis, 1766 Lemuria.

FLEET CARRIERS
CAV: 1965 Forrest Sherman, 1966 Yamaguchi
CVF FAST CARRIER: 1950 Gryphon.
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HEAVY CRUISERS

CA CRUISERS (Conversions of previous classes): 1017 Constellation, 1018 Goeben, 1019 Eximer, 1020 Oriskany, 1371 Republic, 1372 Ressadie, 1373 Ramilles.


CAM MAULER: 1648 Velikovski. (Not built.)


CD DRONE CRUISER: 1601 Agincourt.

CF FAST CRUISERS: 1602 Wolverine, 1603 Stingray, 1719 Eagle.


NEW HEAVY CRUISERS

HSV HEAVY SCOUT CARRIER: Betio. (See CSV)

NAC Plasma Cruiser: None Built.

NAE Escort Cruiser: None Built.

NCA NEW HEAVY CRUISERS: 1651 Chicago (converted to NHV), 1652 New York, 1653 Dayton (converted to NHV), 1659 Mecca, 1660 Buenos Aires, 1661 Kinshasha, 1662 Milwaukee, 1663 Atlanta, 1664 Calgary, 1665 Yellowknife, 1670 (City of) Houston, many others.

NCC: 1655 London, 1654 Los Angeles, 1656 Tokyo, 1657 Beijing, 1658 Berlin, 1665 Philadelphia, 1668 Charleston, 1580 Clausewitz (See CLC),

NCD: Crecy.

NCF: 1667 Manta Ray

NCV: 1696 Rickenbacker, 1690 Erich Hartmann, 1691 Richard Bong, 1692 James Edgar Johnson, 1595 Hermes (see NVS), 1596 Vikrant (see NVS).

NDS: 1695 Pompeii, 1697 Tamerlane.


NHV: 1653 Dayton, 1651 Chicago.

NSR: 1699 Ibn Batuta.

NSV HEAVY SCOUT CARRIER: Betio. (See CSV)

NHA: 1693 Rene Fonck NHV with F111s, 1694 Ivan Kozhedub NHV with F111s

OTHER CRUISERS


CS STRIKE CRUISERS: 1636 Prometheus, 1637 Daedalus, NCC-1638 Epimethius

GSX: 1820 Einstein, 1821 Sakharov, 1822 Teller, 1823 Fermi, 1824 Feynman.

GVX: 1783 Colin Powell.
NEW LIGHT CRUISERS

CLC COMMAND CRUISERS: 1580 Clausewitz (converted to NCC), 1581 Sun Tzu, 1582 Jomini, 1583 Tacitus, 1584 Mahan, 1585 Clancy, 1586 Coyle, 1587 Webber.

CSV Scout Carriers: 1483 Kiska, 1484 Betio (converted to NSV), 1486 Malta, 1483 Wake, 1482 Le Shima, 1481 Falklands.

CVP Patrol Carriers: 1474 Ural, 1472 Sierra Nevada, 1471 Andes, 1473 Hindu Kush.

LTT Light Tactical Transports: 1564 Gompers, 1461 Hoffa, 1462 Reuther, 1463 Solidarity.

MCL Mauler: 1499 Kevorkian (never built).


NCL Light Cruisers: 1500 Keats, 1501 Lutine, 1502 Alabama, 1503 Repulse, 1504 Renown, 1505 Prince of Wales, 1506 Mutso, 1507 Nagato, 1509 Ngeisenau, 1510 Scharnhorst, 1511 Prinz Eugen, 1512 Vittorio Veneto, 1513 Littorio, 1514 Caio Duilio, 1518 Dunkerque, 1519 Richelieu, 1520 Strasbourg, 1521 Rivadavia, 1522 Moreno, 1523 Minas Gerais, 1524 New Mexico, 1525 Iowa, 1526 Missouri, 1527 Kortenaer, 1528 De Ruyter, 1529 Naken, 1530 Glorie, 1531 Defence, 1532 Pervenetz, 1533 Meko, 1534 Vesper, 1535 Groton, 1536 Ramadan, 1537 Aliyah, 1538 Assawari, 1539 Michigan, 1540 North Carolina, 1543 Mikasa, 1546 Olympia, 1547 Piorun, 1548 Warspite, 1551 Kirishima, 1552 Rurik, 1553 Saugenay, 1554 Valiant, 1555 Visby, 1556 Aradu, 1557 Wasa. Notes: More ships of this class were built during the General War.

NCT New Commando Transport: Names not known.

NEC New Escort Cruiser: 1544 Laffey, 1549 Clifton Sprague, 1550 Leon Kintberger.

NER Escort Cruiser: 1545-Wainwright (escort for MacArthur).

NMS New Minesweeper: 1571 Cautious, 1572 Meticulous.

NSC New Scout Cruisers: 2001 Discovery (converted to NHS), 2002 Santa Maria (converted to NHS), 2003 Calypso, 2004 Crockett.

NVH Heavy Fighter Carriers: 1589 Ise, 1590 Hyuga, 1588 Mogami, 1411 Emperor Marcus Aurelius, 1412 General Joe Stilwell, 1413 Admiral Maarten Tromp, 1414 Admiral George Baron Anson, 1415 Field Marshal Viscount Allenby, 1416 Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, 1417 Air Marshal Hugh Dowding, 1418 Field Marshal Count Helmuth von Moltke, 1419 Lord Protector Oliver Cromwell, 1420 Field Marshal Sir Arthur Wellesley.

NVL New Light Carriers: 1508 Kaga, 1509 Kievo, 1509 Hosho, 1509 Veinticinco De Mayo.

NVS New Strike Carriers: 1595 Hermes (see NCV), 1596 Vikrant (see NCV), 1597 Clemenceau, 1598 Garibaldi, 1599 Tblisi.

FAST Light Cruisers: 1381 San Martin, 1382 Simon Bolivar, 1383 Pancho Villa.

OLD LIGHT CRUISERS

CL Light Cruisers (Old Series): 900 Texas, 901 Carolina (see ECL), 902 Kashmir, 903 Wales, 905 Bavaria (see ECL), 906 Lorraine (see ECL), 908 Apulia (see ECL), 910 Macedonia, 912 Sinai (see CLS), 913 Anatolia, 914 Suffolk, 917 Saskatchewan, 918 Hokkaido, 919 Sinkiang, 922 Tasmania, 924 Alaska (see CLS), 925 Finnmark, 928 Tanganyika, 929 Leinster, 930 Oaxaca, 931 Patagonia, 932 Falklands, 934 Lithuania, 936 Connecticut, 937 Florida, 945 Oklahoma, 946 Kurdistan, 947 Kamchatka, 950 Madagascar. Note: There appear to have been about 20 old-style light cruisers preserved as a “mothball” reserve fleet.

CLD Drone Light Cruisers: 923 Gran Chaco, 935 Bosnia. (Converted from CLs)

CLH Hospital Ships (old CL conversions): 948 Refuge, 949 Sanctuary.

CLS Light Survey Cruisers: 962 Viking (ex-912 Sinai), 974 Voyager (ex-924 Alaska).

CLV Medium Carriers: 942 Mississippi, 943 Virginia.

CMC Commando Cruisers: 933 Normandy, 938 Okinawa, 939 Gallipoli, 940 Quebec, 941 Grenada.

ECL Escort Cruisers: 951 Harry Lee (ex-901 Carolina, escort for George Washington), 955 Scharnhorst (ex-905 Bavaria, escort for Frederick the Great), 956 Ney (ex-906 Lorraine, escort for Napoleon), 958 Crassus (ex-908 Apulia, escort for Julius Caesar), 961 Koniev (ex-911 Muscovy, escort for Zhukov), 965 Patton (ex-915 California, escort for MacArthur).

MS Minesweepers: 904 Zaire, 907 Valencia, 909 Tyrol, 916 Istfahan, 920 Jahor, 921 Mindanao, 926 Flanders, 927 Zaparosche.
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NEW DESTROYERS

**DDX DESTROYERS:** 601 Prince of Wales, 602 Lexington, 603 Kongo, 604 Essex, 605 Potemkin, 607 Macedonia, 608 Alliance, 609 Australia, 610 Ticoga, 611 Alexander, 612 Hood, 613 Constellation, 618 Excalibur, 617 Zhukov.

**DGX DESTROYERS:** (Colonel Lawrence) Chamberlain, (General John) Buford, (Major General John) Hancock (“The Superb”).

**SCX SCOUTS:** 651 Donovan, 652 Gehlen, 653 Casey, 654 Dzherzinski, 655 Canaris, 656 Thompson.

DESTROYERS (LATER CONVERTED TO VARIOUS TYPES):

**DD DESTROYERS:** 500 Saladin, 503 Alaric, 508 Suleiman, 509 Etzel, 510 Tamerlane, 511 Alexander, 513 Ahriman, 514 Rahman, 515 Adad, 516 Hashishiyun, 517 Azrael, 518 Hamilcar, 520 Ares, 521 Pazuzu, 522 Hiawatha, 523 Atila, 525 Golda Meir, 526 Brigham Young, 529 Skanderbeg, 531 Daniel Morgan, 533 Israel Putnam, 536 R E Lee, 537 Thurnmost III.

**DD DESTROYERS:** 502 Darius, 504 Sargon, 505 Xerxes, 506 Pompey, 512 Hannibal, 530 Charlamagne, 534 Eisenhower.

**DDE DESTROYER ESCORTS:** 0543 Atlas, 0544 Minerva, 0545 Agamemnon, 0546 Pericles, 0547 Scipio Africanus, 0548 Ajax, 0549 Cerberus, 0550 Oberon, 0558 Oldendorf (DER), 0559 De Zeven Provincien, 0560 Reprisal, 0561 Canada, 0562 Jervis Bay, 0563 Neptune, 0564 Siruis (DDE) †565 Halsey (escort for Nimitz), 0566 Nagumo (escort for Yamamoto), 0567 Collingwood (escort for Nelson), 0568 Chernavin (escort for Gorshkov), 0569 Donitz (escort for Raeder, FF of same name was lost on the Klingen front at the start of the General War); 0570 Bernadotte, 0571 Murat (escort for Napoleon); 0572 Kenney, 0573 Kincaid (DERs, escort for MacArthur), 0574 Rokosovsky, 0575 Timoshenko (escort for Zhukov), 0576 Ptolomy, 0577 Aggripa, (escort for Caesar); 0578 Von Steuben, 0579 Hamilton, (escort for Washington), 0580 Old Dessauer, 0581 Schwerin, (escort for Frederick), 0582 Travis (escort for Houston), 0583 Joan of Arc.

**DDF FAST DESTROYER:** 551 Two Moons, 0552 Konigsburg (unbuilt), 0553 Wotan (unbuilt), 0554 Thor (unbuilt), 0555 Brunhild (unbuilt).

**DDG DESTROYERS:** 527 Sadat, 519 Shaitan, 528 Czar Alexander IV, 535 Suvarov, 540 King David, 542 Jean Bart, 0556 TECUMSEH.

**DDL DESTROYERS:** 501 Genghis, 507 Kublai, 524 Zoroaster, 532 Leonidas, 538 Leonidas, 539 Marius, 541 Nebuchadnezzar, 0557 Arthur Pendragon.


HEAVY WAR DESTROYERS

**HDW HEAVY WAR DESTROYERS:** 790 Arab Legion, 791 Grenadier Guards, 792 Taman Guards, 793 Leathernecks, 794 Rogachev Guards, 795 Old Guard, 796 Iron Brigade, 798 Stonewall Brigade, 798 Panzer Lehr, 799 Garibaldi Brigades.

WAR DESTROYERS

**DW WAR DESTROYERS:** 711-Mohammed Aidid (Somalia), 715-Ali Mahdi Mohamed (Somalia), 722-Ardzinja (Abkhazia), 756-Y Peng Ayun (Montagnard), 702-Barzani (Iraqi Kurdistan), 725-Enrique Bermudez (Nicaraguan Contras), 728-Buthelezi (Zulu), 731-Carroll (Origins), 734-Chaudhry (Kashmir), 737-Chissano (Mozambique-Frelimo), 742-Chilinguita (Angolan UNITA), 732-Eamonn De Valera (Ireland), 745-Fonseca Dhlakama (Mozambique-RENA), 712-Eduardo Dos Santos (Angola-Government), 746-Dudayev (Chechenya), 716-Fadlallah (Lebanon-Hezbollah), 747-Abdul Gafur (Arakan-Burma), 719-Gamsakhurdia (Georgia), 717-John Garang (Sudan SPLA), 705-Georgy Malony (Lebanon), 0706-Vo Nguyen Giap, 738-Abamail Guzman (Shining Path), 736-Hersi Morgan (Somalia), 729-Gringo Honasan (Philippines), 723-Hun Sen (Cambodia), 739-Ishandarov (Tajikistan), 707-Ahmed Jabril (Palestine), 741-Omar Jess (Somalia), 748-Prince Johnson (Liberia), 757-Kenyatta, 703-Khalid bin Sultan (Saudi Arabia), 701-Nelson Mandela (South Africa), 744-Haile Mengistu (Ethiopia), 713-Robert Mugabe (Zimbabwe), 749-Nasrallah (Lebanon-Hezbollah), 750-Ocalan (Kurdish PKK), 700-Humberto Ortega (Nicaragua), 709-Pena Ben Ben (Angola UNITA), 708-Manuel Perez (Colombia ELN), 751-Prabhakaran (LTTE Sri Lanka), 720-Premadasa (Sri Lanka), 730-Pundy (Gencon), 732-Rabin (Israel), 726-Holden Roberto (Angola), 753-Ibrahim Rugova (Kosovo), 755-Saddam (Iraq), 754-Sangak Safarov (Tajikistan), 760-Foday Sanock (Sierra Leone rebels), 743-Jonas Savimbi (Angola UNITA), 759-Ariel Sharon (Israel), 740-Joe Slovo (South Africa), 735-Talabani (Iraqi Kurdistan), 727-Taylor (Liberia NPFL), 724-Tongogara (Zimbabwe), 721-Turabi (Kashmir), 718-Villalobos (El Salvador FMLN), 710-Walid Jumblait (Lebanon Druze), 714-Xanana Gusmao (East Timor Rebels), 704-Zamora (El Salvador FMLN). Unassigned numbers: 732, 733, 758, 761-790.

**DW (Second Series):** 1201 Roland, 1202 William T Sherman, 1203 Nobunaga, 1204 Toussaint Louverture.
DWC: 801-Begin (Israel), 802-Yassar Arafat (Palestine), 803-Tudjman (Croatia), 804-Khieu Samphan (Khmer Rouge), 805-Tony Blair.

DWV: 821-Cosic (Yugoslavia), 822-Izetbegovic (Bosnian Moslem), 823-Milan Panich (Yugoslavia), 824-Slobodan Milosevic (Serbia), 825-Karadzic (Bosnian Serb), 826 General Mladic (Bosnian-Serb), 827 O'Grady, 828-Kresimir Zubak.

DWD: 831-Massoud, 832-Hekmatyar, 833-Yunis Khalis, 834-Najibullah, 835-Rabbani, 836-Mojadeddi, 837-Dostam, 838-Taliban. All DWDs were named for leaders from the wars in Afghanistan.

DWA: 851-Presidents Bush, 852-President Yeltsin, 853-President Gorbachev, 854-Prime Minister Thatcher, 856-Prime Minister Nixon, 857-President Mitterand, 858-President Landsbergis, 860-Prime Minister Marcos, 861-Prime Minister Galtieri, 862-President Hillary Rodham Clinton, 863-Prime Minister Assad, 864-Prime Minister Ramos, 865 Chairman Shevardnadze, 866-Prime Minister Shamir, 867-King Sihanouk, 868-President Abraham Lincoln, 869-Prime Minister Ulysses S. Grant, 870 President John F. Kennedy, 871-President Gamal Abdel Nasser, 873 President Gerald Ford, 874 Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, 875 Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto, 876 Senator Barry Goldwater.


FCF Heavy Carrier Resupply ships: 0780 Fuji, 0781 Nitaka, 0782 Everest, 0783 Kilamanjaro, 0784 Whitney, 0785 Aconcagua, 0786 Maunaloa, 0787 Elbrus, 0788 Olympus Mons, 0789 Matternhorn.


**BATTLE FRIGATES**

**FFB BATTLE FRIGATES:** 471 Marko Ramius, 472 Gunter Prien, 473 Yahachi Tanabe, 474 Joseph Enright.

**FBV:** 475-Byrant.

**FBT:** 479 Cutty Sark.

**FRIGATES**

**FCR FAST CARRIER RESUPPLY SHIPS:** 441 Flying Dutchman, 442 Moonshine.

**FF FRIGATES**


**FCC COMMANDO FRIGATES:** 389 Roger Young, 388 Kripney, 390 Sulaco, 387 Skorzeny, 410 Higgens, 415 Colonel Matthew Broderick, 420 Sgt 1st Class Gregory Cardott, 377 Richmond Turner, 378 Orde Wingate, 0374 Kurt Student.

**FFE-FFR ESCORT FRIGATES:** 304 Takagi (FFR, escort for Yamamoto), 315 Fletcher (FFR, escort for Nimitz), 316 Spruance (FFR, escort for Nimitz), 322 Kondo (FFR, escort for Yamamoto), 327 Lutjens (FFR, escort for Raeder), 337 Barry (FFE, escort for Nelson), 338 Hardy (FFE, escort for Nelson), 339 Yegorov (FFE, escort for Gorshkov), 340 Smirnov (FFE, escort for Gorshkov), 351 Langsdorf (FFE, escort for Raeder), 355 Seguin (FFE, escort for Sam Houston), 356 Bonham (FFE, escort for Sam Houston), 358 McCaffrey (FFE, escorts for CVT), 357 Moore (FFE, escorts for CVT), 408 Davout (FFE for SCS Napoleon), 409 Grouchy (FFE for SCS Napoleon), 412 Allam (FFE), 413 Boyington (FFE), 414 Chenaud (FFE), 415 Commodore Edward Preble (FFE), 432 Commodore William Bainbridge (FFE), 433 Admiral Jacob van Heemskerk (FFE), 434 Isaac Hull (FFE), 435 Milius (FFE), 436 Niels Juel (FFE), 437 Richard Bolitho (FFE), 438 Stephen Decatur (FFE), 439 Themistocles (FFE), 440 Ernest E. Evans (FFE).
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FFL FRIGATES: 318 Freyberg.
FFP PRIORITY TRANSPORT: 383 Orient Express, 385 Bob Hope.
FFT TRANSPORTS: 381 Wells Fargo, 382 Pony Express, 384 Flying Cloud.
FFV ESCORT CARRIERS: 360 Langley, 361 Zuiho, 362 Zeppelin, 363 Moskva, 364 Princepe de Asturias, 365 Richthofen, 0366 Argus, 0367 Lydia Litvyak, 0368 Katya Budanova, 0369 Joachim Marseille (FFV)

TRANSPORTS
FLEET TRANSPORT TUGS: 3801 Ptolemy, 3802 Al Rashid, 3803 Swift-Tuttle, 3804 Jan Oort, 3805 Stephen Hawking, 3808 Galilei, 3815 Copernicus, 3816 Kepler, 3822 Newton, 3824 Cassini, 3830 Messier, 3833 Halley, 3834 Wolf. There is record of a Battle Tug named “Jan Zizka” but no NCC number is known.

OTHER SHIPS
FREE TROOPERS: Pickering.
FLEET REPAIR DOCKS: 3601 Kalashnikov, 3602 Sikorski, 3603 Hughes, 3604 Haliburton, 3605 Krupp, 3606 Mikoyan-Gurevich, 3607 Matt Jeffries, 3608 Masamune Okazaki.
ARMED PRIORITY TRANSPORT: Garza, Cedar Falls,
PRIORITY TRADER: Temperance.
FREE TRADER: Jerry James, Beowulf.

FEDERATION NATIONAL GUARD SHIPS
GCA CRUISERS: 1001 Revenge, 1002 Warspite, 1003 Tuqareg, 1004 Stalwart, 1005 General Teloma Monora, seven others numbered between 1006-1016.
GSR SURVEY CRUISER: 1011 Amerigo Vespucci.
GVM CARRIERS: 1012 Gaia, 1013 Shreshalia, 1014 Cooperative.
GVH CARRIERS: 1015 Monaco (used for training), 1016 Seranaya (ex-Macao, converted by Cygnans).
GDD DESTROYERS: 0204 Red Cloud, 0205 Ligny, 0208 Blenheim, 0214 Almirante Grau, 0219 Akerlon, 0217 Ganymede, 13 others.
GDE DESTROYER ESCORTS: 0236 Luna, 0239 Capra, 0242 Pact.
GFF FRIGATES: 0107 Howe, 0113 Arcturian, 0109 Mecklenberg, 0112 Dorsey Pender, 0113 Jubal Early, 0114 Joseph E Johnston, 0124 O’Higgins, 0115 Cyrus Eaton, 14 others.

FEDERATION NATIONAL POLICE SHIPS
POLICE CARRIERS: Marshal, Sheriff.
POLICE COV CARRIERS: Bolander, Russert, Bayliss, Pembleton, Brodie, Lewis, Giardello, Munch, Ballard, Stivers, Crossetti, Felton.
POLICE MINESWEEPER: Mikhail Chekanov.
POLICE FRIGATE: Wagenbach.

NAVAL AUXILIARIES
AUXILIARY CVLs: Hen, Goose, Ostrich, Campagnia, Ghostlight.
AUXILIARY SCOUTS: Names not known.
AUXILIARY TROOP TRANSPORTS: Names not known.
AUXILIARY CVAs: Names not known.
AUXILIARY REPAIR SHIP: Hephaestus
AUXILIARY SCSs: Names not known.
AUXILIARY HOSPITAL SHIP, LARGE: Dr. Mary E. Walker
AUXILIARY CRUISER, SMALL: Rawalpindi
AUXILIARY CRUISER, LARGE: Ulsan
Monitor: Dien Bien Phu
Large Q-Ships: Nystel

PLANETARY AUXILIARIES
Arcturan Police: S-AC Vanquisher, APT Garza, PT Temperance

KLINGON SHIP NAMES

All preceded by IKV (Imperial Klingon Vessel).

BATTLESHIPS
B10: 1-Invincible, 2-Insatiable, 3-Inviolable, 4-Invulnerable, (5-Inseparable, possibly a KB10R).
B11: 6-Incomparable, 7-Indisputable, 8-Inevitable, 9-Insufferable. These were never built.
MB10: Never built.
B11T: Proposed conversion of Invulnerable; never done.
B11V, B11VA, B11S, B11SA: theoretical variants of the unbuilt B11 series; no names were assigned.

DREADNOUGHTS
B8 COMBINED DREADNOUGHT: A proposed conversion using the boom of a B10 and the rear hull of a C8, but none were actually built.
C5B RAIDING DREADNOUGHT: Kommander Kuyper, Kommander Kurlt.
C5A STASIS RAIDING DREADNOUGHT: Kommander Kurlt.
C5M MEDIUM DREADNOUGHT: Conversion was never carried out.
C5X DREADNOUGHT: Conversion proved impossible.
C6 EARLY DREADNOUGHT: Built for the Four Powers War, the survivors became C9s 1-Victory, 3-Atrocity, 4-Carnivorous, and 5-Admiral Krige. There were, apparently, one or two more lost during the Four Powers War but their names are not known.
C8: 2-Admiral Kang, 6-Terror.
C8V HEAVY CARRIER / CBS SPACE CONTROL SHIP: 1-Vindicator, 2-Harbringer, 3-Apocalypse.
C9: 1-Victory, 3-Atrocity, 4-Carnivorous.
C9A STASIS DREADNOUGHT: 5-Admiral Krige.
C10 HEAVY DREADNOUGHT: Upgraded from C8 and C9.
C10A STASIS DREADNOUGHT: None were actually built.
MC8 MAULER: Never built.
WD5 WAR DREADNOUGHT: None built.
HEAVY BATTLECRUISERS
C7 HEAVY BATTLECRUISERS: 1-War, 2-Fire, 3-Plague, 5-Death.
C7A HEAVY STASIS BATTLECRUISER: 4-Fear.
C7V HEAVY CARRIER: 6-Pestilence, 7-Pain.
C7S BATTLE CONTROL SHIPS: 8-Suffering, 9-Decimation, 10-Damnation.

BATTLECRUISERS
D7A STASIS CRUISERS: 2-Spellbinder, 11-Enchanter.
D7C COMMAND CRUISERS: 11-Dawnslayer, 12-Dareslayer, 5-Darkslayer, 13-Damnslayer, 3-Deathslayer, 14-Deedslayer, 9-Deftslayer, 16-Deepslayer, 6-Demonslayer, 4-Devilslayer, 8-Direslayer, 22-Dirkslayer, 20-Dimslayer, 15-Divineslayer, 1-Doomslayer, 18-Doubtslayer, 17-Dourslayer, 2-Dragonslayer, 21-Droitslayer, 7-Dreadslayer, 10-Dreamslayer, 19-Duelslayer.
D7DX: Decimator (Kerg’s flagship), Demolisher, Devastator, Devisor, Demoralizer.
D7E EXPLORATION SHIPS: 9-Inquisitor.
D7M MAULER CRUISER: (one conversion).
D7N DIPLOMATIC CRUISERS: 3-Dictator, 12-Demagogue, 17-Overlord, 29-Tyrant.
D7P PF TENDER: (one conversion).
D7U AREA CONTROL SHIPS: Inferno, Incinerator.
D7V STRIKE CARRIERS: 21-Iron Fist, 18-Commodore Mak Kroree.
D7W HEAVY COMMAND CRUISERS: Dawnstalker, Darkstalker, Deathstalker, Demonstalker, Devilstalker, Dreamstalker, Battlestalker, Firestalker, Hellstalker, Warstalker.
FD7 FAST BATTLECRUISERS: Swiftsword, Swiftblade.

HEAVY CRUISERS
E7 HEAVY CRUISERS: Blood Oath (converted from E5 Epiphany), Warrior Oath (converted to E7D), Solemn Oath, Oath of Fealty.
E7D DRONE BOMBARDMENT CRUISER: Warrior Oath, Oath of Allegiance, Oath of Service.
E7J PENAL CRUISER: Oath of Restitution.

NEW HEAVY CRUISERS
D5W NEW HEAVY CRUISERS: Soulkiller, Soulstealer, Soulslayer, Soulstalker, Soulwing, Souldemon.
D5WA New Stasis Cruiser: All surviving D5As were converted into this type.
D5WB Heavy Scout Carrier: None built. Would have been conversions of D5Bs.
D5WG Commando Cruiser: One was converted from a D5G (name unknown).
D5WJ New Penal Cruiser: Deadlands.
D5WL New Command Cruiser: Rabbleslayer.
D5WN New Diplomatic Cruiser: Revisor (Converted from D5N).
D5WP New Heavy PF Tender: Ripslasher. Some were converted from D5Ps.
D5WS New Heavy Scout: Three were converted from D5S.
D5WU New Division Control Ship: Integrator.
D5WV New Heavy Carriers: Princess Sangfroid, Elan, Ramcharger (see D5V), Ramhammer (see D5V).
DD5W Drone Bombardment Cruiser: Garroter.
ED5W New Survey Cruiser: None Built.
FD5W New Fast Raider: Swift Strike.
MD5W Mauler: Two were built, names not known.

HEAVY CRUISERS
D6 BATTLECRUISERS: 26-Abomination, 6-Anarchy, 25-Atropos, 1-Barbarous, 18-Bloodsheder, 45-Brutality, 3-Carnage, 41-Cataclysm, 30-Conquest, 21-Desecration, 19-Desolation, 47-Despicable, 24-Destruction (sometimes a carrier), 7-Furious, 23-Gnasher, 4-Havoc, 13-Krueger, 2-Massacre, 46-Murderous, 63-Malicious, 33-Obliterator, 50-Pillage, 51-Plague, 52-Plunder, 59-Revenge, 43-Savagery, 54-Turbulent, 55-Virulent. (This list includes at least some unspecified conversions.)
AD6 ESCORT CRUISER: 53-Erradicator.
D6PFTs: 31-Raven, 40-Jackle, 8-Hyena, 29-Vulture.
D6S HEAVY SCOUTS: 12-Vigilant, 17-Persistence, 49-Perseverence, 67-Sentinel, 44-Stealth.
D6U INTERDICTION CARRIER: Unforgiving, Unremitting.
D6Y SEMI-CARRIER: 42-Devastation

TUGS
CVTs: 9-Berserker, 5-Warrior, 4-Whirlwind, 10-Mantis.
TUG-As: 8-Commissar Gorvis Kormlin, 7-Commissar Vadmark Vak Kalday, 3-Commissar Lev Kurman, 11-Commissar Ter Mikon.
TUG-Bs: 1-Commissioner Boca Raton, 2-Commissioner Grolika Amelko, 6-Commissioner Tomak Vilkov.

WAR CRUISERS
D5 WAR CRUISERS: Rabid, Racker, Rager, Ransacker, Raider, Rapier, Ravager, Raven, Raver, Ravencous, Ravisher, Razer, Reaper, Reaver, Rebellion, Refuter, Renegade*, Resilience, Retaliator, Revenger, Rikor, Rogue, Ruiner.
D5A STASIS CRUISERS: Rectifier, Regressor, Reamer, Retainer.
D5B SCOUT CARRIERS: Skyhunter, Seahunter, Starhunter.
D5D WAR DRONE CRUISERS: Crossbow, Longbow, Archer, Catapult, Slinger.
D5F ANTI-FIGHTER CRUISER: Racer, Runner.
D5G GROUND ASSAULT CRUISERS: Ravagemaker, Ruinmaker, Ragemaker, Raidmaker.
D5H LTTs: Resupply, Reinforce, Reconstitute, Replace, Respite.
D5I INTERNAL SECURITY FORCES FLAGSHIP: Regulator.
D5J PENAL CRUISERS: Regret, Remand, Restitution, Recanter.
D5L COMMAND CRUISERS: Rabbleslayer, Rabblekiller, Rabidkiller, Rabidslayer, Ratkiller, Ratslayer, Redlayer, Redkiller, Roguekiller, Rogueslayer, Ruthlesskiller, Ruthlesslayer.
D5M MINESWEEPER: Explosive, Detonation, Catastrophe
MD5 WAR MAULER: Ripsnorter, Rammer, Ripper, Roarer.
D5N DIPLOMATIC SHIP: Render, Revisor (converted to D5WN).
D5P GUNBOAT TENDER: Raider's Rest, Reaver's Roost.
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**STARSHIP NAME REGISTRY**

**D5S SCOUT CRUISER:** Reader, Reacher, Research, Review.

**D5U PATROL CARRIERS:** Stronghold, Strongpoint, Strongcastle.

**D5V STRIKE CARRIERS:** Rampage, Rampant, Rampart, Ramcharger (converted to D5WV), Ramhammer (converted to D5WV), Ramslammer.

**D5X:** Dark Emperor, Dark Lord, Dark Majesty, Dark Commander, Dark Baron, Dark Countess.

**FOREIGN CRUISERS**

**RKL WAR CRUISERS:** 2-Darkwing, 1-Deathwing, 3-Doomwing. (These were Romulan SparrowHawks converted to Klingon use.)

**HEAVY WAR DESTROYERS**

**HF5 HEAVY WAR DESTROYERS:** Dawnraker, Darkraker, Deathraker, Demonraker, Devilraker, Dreamraker, Battleraker, Fireraker, Hellraker, Deftraker.

**WAR DESTROYERS**

**F5W WAR DESTROYERS:** Axe Destroyer, Axe Killer, Axe Soldier, Battle Destroyer, Battle Killer, Battle Soldier, Blood Destroyer, Blood Killer, Blood Soldier, Death Destroyer, Death Killer, Death Soldier, Doom Destroyer, Doom Killer, Doom Soldier, Dragon Destroyer, Dragon Killer, Dragon Soldier, Fire Destroyer, Fire Killer, Fire Soldier, Storm Destroyer, Storm Killer, War Soldier, War Destroyer, War Killer.

**FWC WAR DESTROYER LEADERS:** Axe Champion, Axe Chieftain, Battle Champion, Battle Chieftain, Blood Champion, Blood Chieftain, Death Champion, Death Chieftain, Doom Champion, Doom Chieftain, Dragon Champion, Dragon Chieftain, Fire Chieftain, Storm Chieftain, War Chieftain.

**FWV WAR DESTROYER CARRIERS:** Axe Dueler, Battle Dueler, Blood Dueler, Death Dueler, Doom Dueler, Dragon Dueler, Battle Defender, Battle Chariot, Battle Demon, Battle Dog, Battle Dragon, Battle Fire, Battle Song, Battle Storm, Battle Sword, Battle Wind, Battle Chariot, Battle Demon, Blood Demon, Blood Fire, Blood Lust, Blood Slayer, Blood Storm, Blood Sword, Death Angel, Death Chant, Death Chariot, Death Cry, Death Demon.

F5D DRONE FRIGATES: 17-Spoiler, 6-Viper, Axe Bringer (converted to F6B), Axe Thrower, Battle Bringer, Blood Bringer, Death Bringer, Death Thrower, Doom Bringer, Doom Thrower, Dragon Thrower, Fire Bringer, Fire Thrower, Storm Bringer, Storm Thrower, War Bringer, War Thrower.

F5E ESCORT FRIGATES: Axe Guard, Battle Guard, Blood Guard, Death Guard, Doom Guard, Dragon Guard, Fire Guard, Fire Wall, Storm Guard, War Guard.


F5R FAST CARRIER RESUPPLY SHIPS: Fire Provider.


F5X: Barbarian, Vandal, Warlord, Marauder, Savage, Mongrel, Furie, Demon, Warrior, Battleking, Berzerker, Reaver, Renegade, Raider, Mercenary, Commando.

F5SX SCOUTS: Laserunner, Starburner, Fireburner.

LIGHT FRIGATES

E4 ESCORTS: 12-Adamant, 8-Determined, 19-Devoted, 2-Guardian, 9-Insolent, 13-Keeper, 3-Obdurate, 10-Safeguard, 5-Swatter, Trustworthy.

E4D DRONE ESCORTS: 7-Adept, 18-Defiant, 17-Stubborn. (These were converted from E4s.)

E4/E4A CARRIER ESCORTS: 1-Defender, 15-Obstinate, 6-Protector, 4-Recalcitrant, 14-Sentinel, 11-Steadfast, 16-Watch, Guard, Sentry.


E4J ISF PENAL ESCORTS: 20-Jail, 21-Misery, 22-Brig.

E4R FAST CARRIER RESUPPLY SHIPS: Provision, Provender.

E4V ISF CARRIERS: Stinger’s Nest, Biter’s Nest, Serpent’s Nest.

MICRO-FRIGATES

These names are unofficial and are thought to be Federation intelligence reporting file names (for specific ships tracked by engine signatures) not the Klingon names.

E3 (and E3A) ESCORTS: 1-Damien, 2-Nomad, 3-Omen, 4-Omega, 5-Sukhoi, 6-Taifun.

E3D DRONE ESCORTS: Akula, Beluga.

POLICE SHIPS

D6 POLICE CRUISER: Names not known.

D5I INTERNAL SECURITY FORCES FLAGSHIP: Regulator.

F5P POLICE LEADER: Names not known.


E4C POLICE SQUADRON LEADER: Names not known.

E4I POLICE CORVETTE: Stoic, Valiant, Bold Raven, Aggressive, Stalwart.
**STARSHIP NAME REGISTRY**

E3C POLICE SHIP LEADER: Names not known.
G6 HEAVY POLICE SHIPS: Names not known.
G4 POLICE FLAGS: Kalahan, Kamonk.
G2 GUNBOATS: These had numbers only. Some unofficial names included: Fencer, Fetcher, Fighter, Watcher.
G2C GUNBOAT LEADERS: Stalker, Inspector Krethec

**NAVAL RESERVE SHIPS**

LD4 CRUISERS: Final Valor.
LD4P GUNBOAT TENDERS: Colonel Kirithik, LD4P Commodore Karsmak.
LD4V CARRIERS: Names not known.
LF4 FRIGATES: Names not known.
LF4E ESCORTS: Names not known.
LD5 LIGHT CRUISER: Rapier

* Denotes the “class ship,” the name by which the class is known to the Klingons. Not all classes have a “class ship.”

**ROMULAN SHIP NAMES**

All preceded by RIS (Romulan Imperial Ship).

**MODERN “HAWK” SERIES**

KING CONDOR Battleship: Imperiosus (never built).
IMPERIAL CONDOR Heavy Carrier: None built.
TYRANT CONDOR Stellar Domination Ship: None built.

**Dreadnought**

CONDOR: Imperator, Senator, Gemini, Consul.
CONDOR-H: Dictator, General, Commander, Governor.
CONDOR-V: Colossus, Leviathan.
CONDOR-M: None were built.
SHRIKE Light Dreadnought: Shrike.
SHRIKE-X: Proved impossible to build.
DEMONHAWK: Planned modular dreadnought; none built.
MEGAHAWK: Planned modular dreadnought; none built.
OMNIHAWK: Planned modular dreadnought; none built.

**Heavy Battlecruisers**

KILLERHAWK: Ravager, Rampager.
THUNDERHAWK: Thunderbird, Thunderstrike, Thunderbolt.
ROYALHAWK: Marcus Tacitus, Imperator Maximus.
NOVAHAWK: Nova Hawk, Imperial Hawk, Loyal Hawk.
NOVAHAWK-B STRIKE CARRIER: Imperial Eagle.
SUPERHAWK: Praetor Solfronk, Praetor Zajac, Praetor Tacitus, Praetor Carungay.
SUPERHAWK-B CARRIER: Imperial Standard.
SUPERHAWK-N: Stellar Strike, Stellar Flare.
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REGALHAWK: Most served as carriers.
PEREGRINE MAULER: Only one was built; the name is not known.

Heavy Cruisers
FIREHAWK: Praetor Maximus†, Praetor Karzan, Starhawk, Allegiance, Coalition, Praetor Rolandus.
FASTHAWK: Paulus.
FLAMEHAWK: Screaming Spirit.
FARHAWK-U Area Control Ship:
FIREHAWK-T TUG: None were built.
FIREHAWK-M ESCORT CRUISER:

Light Cruisers
SPARROWHAWK: Adversary, Avenger, Defiance, Fearless, Formidable, Furious, Havoc, Harrower, Loyal Warrior, Triumph, White Hawk. NOTE: SparrowHawks were modular and most of them spent time in several different roles. The names listed below have been specifically identified as those which spent most of their time in a specific role.
SPARROWHAWK-B: Relentless, Intrepid.
SPARROWHAWK-C: Owl, Vigilant, Hunter, Torch, Seeker, Searcher, Mercury, Argus.
SPARROWHAWK-F MAULERS: Bloody Dagger, Wet Sword, Assassin’s Knife.
SPARROWHAWK-J CRUISERS: Maximus Brutus, Executioner’s Song.
SPARROWHAWK-Ms: Eternal Guardian, Guarding Eagle, Dark Angel.
SPARROWHAWK-T LIGHT TACTICAL TRANSPORT: None were built.
SPARROWHAWK-U SCOUT CARRIERS: Glowing Eyes, Flashing Eyes.
SPARROWHAWK-X: Red Hawk, Decisive, Whirlwind.

Other Cruisers
SABERHAWK:
JAYHAWK:

Destroyers
SKYHAWK–L: Skydragon, Skyflame, Centurion Rogallus.
SKYHAWK: Arrow, Axe, Battleaxe, Bow, Dagger†, Dirk, Falchion, Glaive, Gladius†, Mace†, Perilous, Poinard, Probe, Sabre, Sling, Stiletto†, Sword, Truncheon.
SKYHAWK–C PF Tender:
SKYHAWK–G Commando Ship: Crossbow.
SKYHAWK–F Scout: Horsebow.
SKYHAWK-X: Stiletto, Battleaxe, Gladius, Mace, Broadsword, Falchion, Dagger, Sickle, Cutlass.
SKYHAWK-FX SCOUT: Argus, Cygnus, Scorpii.

Frigates
SEAHAWKS: Speedy, Trusty, Ready, Loyalty, Bravery, Fervently, Stalwartly.
SEAHAWK–B CARRIERS: Copiously, Kishawk.
SEAHAWK–C SCOUTS: Faithfully, Reliably.
SEAHAWK–D/E ESCORTS: Steadfastly.
SEAHAWK–L LEADERS:
SEAHAWK–R RESUPPLY SHIPS:

† Converted to X-technology.

OLD “EAGLE” SERIES

Dreadnoughts
VULTURE-V CARRIER: Imperial Banner.
VULTURE Early Dreadnought: Venerable Leader, Honored Commander.

Heavy Cruisers
KING EAGLE: Audax (Audacious), Audacia (Daring), Gloriosus (Glorious), Sanquinarius (Bloodthirsty), Impavidus (Dauntless),

Exidium (Destruction), Incepteris (Enterprise), Carniflex (Executioner), Vindex (Vindicator).
KEX: Noble Warrior, Ancient Hero, (Fabled Legend?).
WAR EAGLE (ex-WARBIRD): Acheron, Astra Volantis, Avian Fury, Battle’s Fire, Bird of Pulsar’s Light, Bloodhawk, Challenger,

Deathwound, Fate’s Hand, Frenzy, Ghost Bird, Gryfalcon, Honor Wound, Kraken, Master of Combat, New Glory, Night of Fire,
Shikra, Skua, Sky Demon, Thundermaker, Triumverate, Two Moons, Urgent Fury, Wildfire.
FREIGHT EAGLE: (Numbered only; no names.)
SCREECH OWL HEAVY SCOUT:

Light Cruisers/Destroyers
BATTLEHAWK: Bloodwing, Nightwing, Firewing, Starwing.
BATTLEHAWK–E ESCORTS: Moonwing, Sunwing.
BATTLEHAWK–F RESUPPLY SHIPS: numbers only.
WARHAWK/CHICKENHAWK: Talon, Claw, Legion, Cohort.
PELICAN: Tenuous, Tentative, Tactile, Tactiturn.
POLICE FLAGSHIPS: Names not known.

Maulers
FALCON: Trident, Spear, Javelin.

Frigates
SNIPE: Corvus (crow), Draco (dragon), Delphinus (dolphin), Ursus (bear), Cetus (whale), Vulpes (fox), Lupus (wolf), Squalus

(shark), Aquila (eagle), Aries (ram), Canis (dog), Cygnus (swan), Dorado (swordfish), Eqqus (horse), Grus (crane), Lacerta
(lizard), Leonis (lion), Lyncis (lynx), Monoceros (unicorn), Orcus (killer whale), Pavo (peacock), Scorpii (scorpion), Tarus (bull),
Volantis (flying fish).
SNIPE–E: (Conversions of standard Snipes; kept names.)
SNIPE-V CARRIER: Names not known.
CONVERTED "KESTREL" SERIES

Battleships
K10R: Inseparable (never built).

Dreadnoughts
K9R: Behemoth.

Heavy Battlecruisers
KCR Heavy: Avion.

Heavy Cruisers
KRC Command Cruisers: Subjugator, Conqueror, Victor.
K7R Battlecruisers: Finality†, Fortis (Valiant), Ficuda (Reliance†).
KR: Senatarian, Praetorian, Patrician, Kestrel, Shrike, Hawk, Annihilation, Retribution†, Retaliation, Proconsul.
KRM: Onager, Balista, Trebuchet.
KRT: Aquarius (waterbearer), Camelopardus (giraffe).
KRP/KRE: Endeavor, Explorer.
K7RX: Finality, Reliance, Retribution.

Light Cruisers
KDR: Treachery, Deceit, Exchange.
KDA Escort: None were converted from KDRs.
KWR New Heavy Cruisers: Treachery (from KDR), Exchange (from KDR).
KWS New Scout Cruiser: Deceit (from KDR).

Other Cruisers
KD4 Training Cruiser: Names not known.

Destroyers
K5R: Centaurii, Rapier, Scimitar, Shillelah, Retiariis, Triumver, Nemesis, Galley, Tribune.
K5S: Questor, Endeavor, Ranger.
K5M: Lucky, Fortuitous, Opportune.
K5X: Rapier, Scimitar.
K5SX SCOUT: Endeavour

Frigates
KF4 Training Frigate: Names not known.

KZINTI SHIP NAMES

All preceded by KHS (Kzinti Hegemony Ship).
Battleships
BB: 1-Patriarch, 2-Duke. (These were never built.)
BBV: None built.
SDS: None built.

Dreadnoughts
DN: 1-Hegemony, 2-Confederation, 3-Alliance, 4-Tribal.
DNH: 2-Confederation
DND: 4-Tribal.
SCS: 1-Hegemony, 2-Confederation, 3-Alliance, 4-Tribal.
CVA: 1-Olympus, 2-Titan, 3-Goliath.
SSCS: 3-Goliath (former CVA).
DNW: Crown Prince. (never built)
DNL: Lightning Fist, Thundermark
DNE: Four dreadnoughts were built for the Four Powers War. Two survived and were converted into standard DNs. The names are not known.
DLX: None built; conversion to X-technology was impossible.
DNM: Conversion of DNL; none built as the DNLs had been lost before this.

Heavy Battlecruisers
BCH: 1-Patriarchy, 2-Pentarchy, 5-Autarchy, 6-Hierarchy.
BCV: 3-Monarchy.
BCS: 4-Oligarchy, 7-Tyrancy.
CVS: 1-Sabre, 2-Scimitar, 3-Cutlass, 4-Rapier, 5-Claymore, Gladius.

Heavy Cruisers
BC: 1-Nova, 2-Pulsar, 3-Quasar, 4-Satellite, 5-Meteor, 6-Starfire, 7-Parsec, 8-Galaxy, 9-Black Hole, 10-Comet, 11-Eclipse, 12-Nebula, 13-Planetoid, 14-Milky Way, 15-Ecliptic, 16-Red Giant. (These were originally CSs.)
BCM Mauler: None built.
BCX: Starfire, Nebula, Pulsar, Ecliptic, Meteor, Quasar, Comet, Apogee, Apex, White Dwarf, Red Giant.
BF: Pawstrike, Firecat.
CA: Black Hole, Eclipse, Nebula (and two others lost in the Fed-Kzinti war of Y136-142) were converted from CSs to CAs and then later converted to BCs.
CC: 1-White Dwarf, 2-Star Cluster, 3-Zenith, 4- Universe, 5-Cosmos.
CCH: Nightstorm, Starfury, Novakiller, Cometchaser, Twilight.
CCX: Zenith, Continuum, Supernova, Universe, Hypermass.
CD: Catapult, Ballista, Trebuchet, Onager.
CVL: 1-Tempest, 2-Hurricane, 3-Cyclone, 4-Zephyr, 5-Typhoon, Gallant Prey.

New Heavy Cruisers
NCA: Thunderstrike, Swordbreaker, Shadowcutter, Grimholder, Firedancer, 1-Deathdealer.
NCC Command Cruiser: Deathdealer.
NCD Drone Bombardment Cruisers: Two built, names not known.
NCF Fast Raider: One built; name not known.
NCG New Commando Cruiser: One built for the Zursk operation, name not known.
NCV Carrier: Claymore.
NDS New Division Control Ship: One built, name not known.
STARSHIP NAME REGISTRY

NEC New Escort Cruiser: One built, name not known.
NPF New Tender: One built, one converted from MPF; names not known.
NSC New Heavy Scout: Two built, names not known.
NSR Survey Ship: None built.
NSRV Survey Carrier: None built.
NSV Heavy Scout Carriers: Thunderstone, Firecutter, Deathdancer, Grimtooth, Dangerbride. All were conversions of MSVs.

Medium Cruisers
MCG Medium Commando Cruiser: Darkness Song, Rolling Thunder, Demon Song.
MDC Drone Cruiser: Heaver, Lobber, Ejectionist, Assassin, Death Spear.
MCV: Dervish, Double Edge, Touch of Death, Starkiller.
MEC/MAC: Arrogance, Prowess, Deathguard, Keenness, SHARPNESS..
MPF: Stormcrow, Far Hunter, Far Seeker, Plunderer,
MSC: Mirage, Pathfinder, Dark Stalker, Shadow Striker, Prowler.
MTT: #41.
MSV Scout Carriers: Thunderstone, Firecutter, Deathdancer, Grimtooth, Dangerbride.
CMM Mauler: None built.
CMX: Havocmaker, Exorcist, Firemaker, Deathmaker.

LIGHT CRUISERS
CL: 1-Spectyr, 2-Mystic, 3-Spirit, 4-Witchcraft, 5-Mysterion, 6-Warlock, 7-Illusion, 8-Conjurer, 9-Shaman, 10-Havocmaker, 11-Phantasm, 12-Eerie, 13-Exorcist, 14-Firemaker, 15-Shadowdancer, 16-Necromancer, 17-Spellslinger, 18-Runesinger.
CVE: 1-Inferno, 2-Starburst, 3-Corona, 4-Confflagration, 5-Solar Flare.

HDW HEAVY WAR DESTROYERS:

WAR DESTROYERS
DW: Fighting Comet, Dark Comet, Red Comet, Brilliant Comet, Death Comet, Blue Comet, Fighting Meteor, Dark Meteor, Red Meteor, Brilliant Meteor, Death Meteor, Blue Meteor.
DWL: Fighting Galaxy, Dark Galaxy, Red Galaxy, Brilliant Galaxy, Blue Galaxy.
DWD: Fighting Pulsar, Dark Pulsar, Red Pulsar, Brilliant Pulsar, Death Pulsar, Blue Pulsar.
DWV: Fast Cluster.
SDW:

Destroyers
DD: 1-Pegasus, 2-Unicorn, 3-Minotaur, 4-Dragon, 5-Chimera, 6-Gryphon, 7-Gargoyle.
PFT (ex-DD): 2-Unicorn, 6-Gryphon, 7-Gargoyle.
DDV: Long-Lean.

Frigates
These ships did not have official names, but were designated by number.
LOCAL DEFENSE SHIPS
LCS: Fearstar, Deathcomet, Bloodstone.
LCV: Names not known.
LPF: Fearstar, Deathcomet.
LCD: Bloodstone.
LFF: Names not known.
LEF: Names not known.

Police Ships
POLICE FLAGSHIPS: These ships did not have official names, but were designated by number.
POLICE FRIGATES: These ships did not have official names, but were designated by number.

GORN SHIP NAMES

All preceded by GCS (Gorn Confederation Ship).

BB BATTLESHIP: 001-Godzilla (never built; name is a Federation invention).
BBV, SDS: None were built.

DREADNOUGHTS
CVA: 002-Rodan (never built).
DLF: Proposed refit of DNL Deathbeast; not done.
DLX: Conversion to X-technology proved impossible.
DND Heavy Destroyer-Dreadnought: Conversion proved impossible; none were built.
DNE Daspletosaurus: None were built.
DNH Tarbosaurus: Thunder Dragon.
DNL Alectosaurus: 202-Deathbeast.
DNL Medium Dreadnought: Conversion proved impossible.
DNM Medium Dreadnought: Proposed conversion of DNL converted but not done.
DNR: 204-Doomlizard.
DNT Spinosaurus: Doomlizard.

HEAVY BATTLECRUISERS
BCS: 234-Sword of Fire.

HEAVY CRUISERS
BC BATTLE CRUISERS: 144-Chimericon, 145-Sauricon, 146-Serpenticon, 147-Replilicon, 150-Predatoricon, 151-Wyvericon,
155-Chamelicon, 157-Tricericon, Renicon.
BCM MAULER: None built.
BF FAST BATTLECRUISERS: Fireclaw, Swiftclaw.
CC COMMAND CRUISERS: 152-Dragonicon, 153-Tyranicon, 154-Vipericon, 156-Chromaticon, 600-Rex.
CCH HEAVY COMMAND CRUISERS: Desiricon.
CVS: Vampyricon (never built).

HSR HEAVY SURVEY CRUISER: Truth is Power.

CCX: Reptilicon, Gryphonicon, Lizardicon, Carnivoricon, Tricericon, Sauricon, Basilicon, Dragonicon, Tyranicon, Serpenticon.

MEDIUM CRUISERS

CM Medium Cruisers: 161-Scything Tail, 164-Selach, 165-Final Strike.

CS Strike Cruisers: 163-Death Stomp, 166-Death Tongue.

CMF Fast Raider: Raptoricon.

CMG Commando Ships: Three converted from HDGs; names not known.

CMM Medium Command Cruisers: 162-Princess Bauria, 167-Prince Allurian.

CMX: Scything Strike, Bronze Prince, Golden Queen, Triple Strike.

CMP Heavy PF Tender: Converted from HDPs.

MDS Division Control Ships: 368-Gulneknin, 369-Sydonya, 370-Poteknik.

MDV Carriers: Three were converted from HDVs, including 366-Telenko (converted during construction).

MSC Scouts: Many HDS were converted to MSC.

MSR Medium Survey Cruiser: None Built.

MSV Medium Scout Carrier: Two conversions of HSV; names not known.

LIGHT CRUISERS


CLE ESCORT CRUISERS: 132-Dragonscale, 135-Ironcrest.


LS LARGE SCOUT: 170-Prowler.

SR EXPLORATION LIGHT CRUISERS: 171-Knowledge is Strength, 172-Truth is Power, 173-Cheater of Ice.

CV CARRIERS: 177-Archeaopteryx, 178-Mononykus, 179-Tannin.

TUG: 174-Track of Heavy Foot, 175-Thunderfoot, 450-Footfall.

MONITOR TUG: 176-Tricon.

HEAVY DESTROYERS

CDD COMMAND DESTROYER: 126-Terrible Hand, 127-Tall of Spikes, 310-Gorrion, 311-Firedrake.

CVD INTERDICTION CARRIER: 365-Renatic.

HCD COMMANDO DESTROYER: 346-Groundpounder, 347-Queen of Battle.


HDP PF TENDERS: 460-Fleeshwing, 461-Scalewing.


HDV CARRIER (HEAVY FIGHTERS): 367-Korasic.


HMS MINESWEEPERS: 320-Fire Breather, 321-Flamestrike, 322-Perseverance.

HSC SCOUTS: 330-Tempest, 331-Cyclopian.

HEAVY BATTLE DESTROYER
HBD: Names not known.

BATTLE DESTROYERS
BXS: Truthforce, Mindforce, Stealthforce.
BDS SCOUTS: 77-Shrieker, 540-Vanguard, 541-Dasher.
BDP TENDERS: (most were conversions of PFTs).
BDV MOBILE CARRIERS: 560-Talex, 561-, 562-, 563-, 564-, 565-, 566-.

DESTROYERS
DDL DESTROYER LEADER: 55-Thorn, 56-Tusk, 57-Wing.
SC SCOUTS: 62-Oeil Vert, 63-Swiftsure, 64-Black Vigil.
PFTs: 470-Ramoth, 471-Keezarn, 472-Sarmanix.
FCR RESUPPLY SHIPS: Bearer of Grifatch.
DDW Double-Wing Destroyer: One prototype built; name not known.

POLICE SHIPS
POLICE FLAGSHIPS: Names not known.
BFF BATTLE FRIGATES: Names not known.
FFV FRIGATE CARRIERS: Names not known.

LOCAL DEFENSE SHIPS
LCL: Names not known.
LCV: Names not known.
LDD: Names not known.
LDE: Names not known.
LPF: Two were built and quickly lost. Names not known.

EARLY YEARS SHIPS
YCL: Bonebreaker, Wingbreaker, Clawbreaker
THOLIAN SHIP NAMES

All preceded by TDFS (Tholian Defense Forces Ship).

DREADNOUGHTS
D: Defender, Guardian.
DH: Revenge, Retaliation, Retribution.

HEAVY CRUISERS
HEAVY COMMAND CRUISERS: Atarok.
COMMAND CRUISERS: Champion, Protector (refitted Cs)
CRUISERS: Adarak, Aggrexx, Akkrev*, Antrex, Arrrakk, Attrex, Averakk (most eventually refitted as CAs).
HEAVY CARRIER: Bastion, Citadel.
HEAVY PHASER CRUISER: Webfighter.
ATG TUG: None built.
CCX: Defender, Ejector, Avenger.
CPX: Champion, Victor, Hero.

NEW HEAVY CRUISER
CAN: Several were converted from CWs for heavy base defense ships; names not known.

WAR CRUISERS
CW: Bauxite, Bornite, Chert, Covellite, Corundum, Feldspar*, Ferrite, Flint, Garnet, Granite, Halite, Hornblende, Magnetite, Obsidian, Pyrite, Quarzite, Shale, Silicon, Topaz. Many CW variants replaced destroyed support ships and adopted the name of the ship they replaced.
CWH: Basalt, Dolomite, Gneiss, Eclogite.
CHP (Photon-armed version of CWH) names not known.
CWP: Crystaline, Alkaline, Zircon.
CWS: Watcher, Detector.
LTT: Thotep, Neviad.
CWM: Anvil.
CWA: Frustrator, Swatter.
PFW: Swarmer, Shimmerer.
CWV: Swarm Master.

SPECIAL SHIPS
TK5 DESTROYER: Exile.
WEB TENDER: Capacitance, Impedance, Inductance, Reactance, Resistance, Resonance.
ARMED WEB TENDER: Names Not Known.
HEAVY WEB TENDER: Names Not Known.
LARGE WEB TENDER: Names Not Known.

DESTROYERS
BW LIGHT CARRIERS: Desolation, Isolation.
DD: Division (converted from PC), Fortress (converted from PC), Helix (converted from incomplete PC during construction), Hermitage (converted from PC), Matrix* (converted from PC), Quartex (converted from PC), Triax (converted from PC), Vortex (converted from PC).

DDE: Blindfire, Rockfire (from PCE), Wildfire (from PCE).

DDP (PHOTON): Stalwart, Staunch.

DDS (SCOUT): Sentinel (from SC), Sentry (from SC).

DDV (CARRIER): Knife Edge.

DDX: Quintax, Vortex, Syntax, Helix.

DPX: Matrix, Triax.

SCX: Flare, Comet Tail.

PATROL CORVETTES

CARGO PATROL CORVETTES: Calmness, Halcyon, Pacific, Serenity, Solemnity, Tranquility.

COMMANDO PATROL CORVETTES: Ferocious, Fearsome.

DISRUPTOR PATROL CORVETTES: Maze, Trap, Enclosure, Division.

FAST RESUPPLY SHIPS:

MINESWEEPERS: Forerunner, Harbinger, Herald, Precursor.

PATROL CORVETTE ESCORTS: Shielder, Enforcer, Warder, Rockfire, Wildfire.

PATROL CORVETTES (Unspecified sub-types): Avoidance, Barrier, Blockade, Constance, Covenant, Hermitage (DD), Igneous, Keeper, Obstinate, Safeguard, Seclusion, Solitary, Tenacity, Trusty, Vigilant, Vortex.

PATROL CORVETTES: Fortress (DD), Matrix (DD), Palisade, Partition, Solitude, Stalwart, Steadfast, Steady, Wall.

PATROL CORVETTES+: Quartex (DD), Resolve, Recluse, Sturdy, Trenchant.


PF TENDERS: Argiopoid, Araneid, Epeirid, Thomisid.

PHOTON PATROL CORVETTES: Quicksilver, Magma.

REPAIR SHIPS: Punctuality, Ubiquity.

SCOUTS: Prism, Seer, Sentinel (DDS), Sentry (DDS), Witness.

POLICE CUTTERS

POL: Names Not Known.

NEO-THOLIAN SHIPS: MILKY WAY

NBB, NBV, NBS BATTLESHIP: Sword of the Holdfast (conjectural).

NDN DREADNOUGHTS: Vindicator, Vortex.

NHD HEAVY DREADNOUGHTS: Vindicator.

NCA HEAVY CRUISERS: Avenger, Conqueror, Ferocity, Intensity.

NCV: Unbuilt strike carrier version of NCA. No names assigned.

NCL LIGHT CRUISERS: Defiant, Furious, Valiant, Sagacious, Courageous, Vigorous.

NTG Tug: None built.

NSR Survey Ship: None built.

NRV Survey Carrier: None built.

NCX: Conqueror, Ferocity.

NSCS: Names not known, could have been Vindicator or Vortex.

NEO-THOLIAN SHIPS: HOME GALAXY

NBB: Deathdealer, Warmaker,

NDN: Director, Dictator, Denouncer,

NCA: Lawbringer, Lawgiver, Lawmaker,
ORION SHIP NAMES

There are numerous problems in compiling a list of pirate ships, the lack of cooperation from the Orions (Oh-rye-uhns) being the most significant. The constantly shifting “borders” of the pirate territories and the constantly changing affiliations of the 65% of the ships owned solely by their captains makes compiling a list even more difficult.

As is explained in the SFB rules, various pirate cartels operated within loosely defined territories. Theoretically, each cartel had the exclusive rights to piracy and smuggling operations within those territories, and the cartel Crimelord assigned separate areas within his territory to various ships (some he owned, others he did not). All of this was subject to change without notice.

The list includes pirate vessels known to be operating during the General War. Some ships changed names, and some destroyed ships were replaced by ships of the same or different names. These are by no means all of the pirate ships, nor does the list include every ship controlled by a given Crimelord. Due to tactical arrangements, losses in action, and units spending their profits on shore leave, the actual number of ships any given Crimelord could assemble on short notice would be nowhere near as large as the number of listed names. The list of “Cartel-owned” ships is given twice for convenience of the players.

HEAVY UNITS
DNH Heavy Dreadnought: None built.
DN Dreadnought: None built.
DNL Light Dreadnought: None built.

BCH: HEAVY BATTLECRUISER: King of K’Tang (Cluster), Executioner (Daven), Mako Shark (Hamilcar), Sword of Orion (Pharaoh), Pride of the Dragon (Dragon), Bounty (Penzance), Shadowdancer (Stardust), Omega Destiny (Omega), Gravedigger (Kublai), Bruce the Fierce (Cirentus Ta).

BC BATTLECRUISERS: Loaded Weapon (Cluster), No Refund (Hamilcar), Hammerstrike (Pharaoh), Song of Orion (Capital), Jewel of Penzance (Penzance), Death Knight (Stardust), Shadow Walker (Kublai), Collector (Cirentus Ta).

BCS Battle Control Ship: At least one cartel built such a ship.
BCV Battle Carrier: At least two cartels built these.

HEAVY CRUISERS
CA HEAVY CRUISERS: Prince of K’Tang (Cluster), Deathblow (Daven), Tiggershark (Hamilcar), Hammerfield (Pharaoh), Spear of Orion (Pharaoh), Heavensent (Lion’s Heart), Shadowjack (Lion’s Heart), Stardragon (Dragon), Spyder’s Surprise (Penzance), Gullwind (Penzance), Shadowhunt (Stardust), Omega Glory (Omega), Banshee (Kublai), Jaws (Cirentus Ta).

CV CARRIER: Hexbreaker (Daven), Greystorm (Dragon), Swordbearer (Kublai).

WAR CRUISERS
BHP Heavy Battle Tender: Names not known.
BHV Heavy Battle Carrier: Names not known.

BR BATTLE RAIDER: Excommunication, Poisoned Redemption, Passion Flower, BattleKing, Black Adder, Black Bart, Black Death, Black Paladin, Gimme!, Silent Shadow, Thunderduck (Cluster), Rebellious (Daven), Orca (Hamilcar), Darkdueler (Pharaoh), Grim Reaper (Dragon), Free Enterprise (Penzance), Viking Star (Stardust), Omega Dealer (Omega), Queen Azure’s Revenge (Kublai), Riff Cutter (Cirentus Ta).

BRH HEAVY BATTLE RAIDER: All For One (Daven), Destructor (Pharaoh), Elusive Target (Dragon), Death Itself (Stardust), Scavenger (Omega Group), Stone Thrower (Cirentus-Ta), Hoodlum.

BRM Battle Raider Mauler: None built.
### Starship Name Registry

**BRP:** Wraithlord, Middleman (Daven), Death Spirit (Hamilcar), Iron Queen (Pharaoh), Third Party (Lion’s Heart), Wild Hunt (Dragon), Naked Blade (Omega).

**CVS Strike Carriers:** Thunderfalcon (Cluster), U-Haul (Daven), Flying Fish (Hamilcar), I’m Telling (Pharaoh), Flying Dutchman (Lion’s Heart), Hornet’s Nest (Dragon), Falcon’s Nest (Penzance), Viking Glory (Stardust), Omega Rampage (Omega), Act of Vengeance (Kublai), CT Glory (Cirentus Ta).

### Other Cruisers

**AR Attack Raider:** Red Death, Hoodlum (Cluster), Claim Jumper (Hamilcar), Mailed Fist (Penzance), Axeman (Kublai)

**MR Medium Raider:** Capital Gain, Ruby Witch, Deathstrike (Daven), Emerald Queen (Hamilcar), Wraithlord (Dragon), Devil’s Hand (Penzance), Blood Money (Stardust), Souleater (Cirentus Ta).

**HR Heavy Raider:** Free Will, Mer-chant’s Fate (Hamilcar), Cannibal (Lion’s Heart), Nova Wind (Cirentus Ta).

### Light Cruisers

**CR Raider Cruiser:** Berol Turquoise, Firedrake, Free Spirit, Gossamer Phoenix, Grief Giver, It’s Mine!, Persuader, Shadowdancer, Thunderbolt, Veiled Knife, Warbride, Wildfire, Doomsday Exchequer; Return Fire (Cluster), Broad-side IV (Cluster),

**CRX:** Deathsinger, Grim Reaper, Insurance Premium, Winged Dragon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>CLUSTER</th>
<th>DAVEN</th>
<th>HAMIL-CAR</th>
<th>PHA-RAOH</th>
<th>LION’S HEART</th>
<th>CAPITAL DRAGON</th>
<th>PEN-ZANCE</th>
<th>STAR-DUST</th>
<th>OMEGA GROUP</th>
<th>KUBLAI</th>
<th>CIREN-TUS TA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Los Insurgentes, Los Vigilantes</td>
<td>Barra-cuda, Piranha</td>
<td>Death Sting, Unjust Action</td>
<td>Fortune Royale, Bold Venture, Bold Fortune</td>
<td>Skull &amp; Bones, Black Heart, Aces &amp; Eights, One-Eyed Jack</td>
<td>Illogical Response, Unrefuseable Offer</td>
<td>Firefox, Grey Ghost, Cat Eagle, Zul’s Annuity</td>
<td>Omega Cross, White Terror</td>
<td>Harder, Dreadnight</td>
<td>Midnight Mauler, Black Ghost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBR</td>
<td>Bon Homme Deth O’Kaye</td>
<td>Revolter</td>
<td>Hammerhead</td>
<td>Iron Maiden</td>
<td>Hellspawn</td>
<td>Golden Provider</td>
<td>Judgement</td>
<td>Our Lady of Opportunity</td>
<td>Crucifier</td>
<td>Dragon Wing</td>
<td>Bubonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAL</td>
<td>Boneyard</td>
<td>Hounder, Scavenger</td>
<td>Whale</td>
<td>Spiker’s Retreat</td>
<td>Dragon Rider</td>
<td>Blindicide</td>
<td>Cyclone</td>
<td>Queen</td>
<td>Molotov Magic</td>
<td>Lir-Pan</td>
<td>Long Hauler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVL</td>
<td>Ransacker</td>
<td>Blackguard</td>
<td>Sea Horse</td>
<td>False Arrest</td>
<td>Longbow</td>
<td>Hawke’s Wing</td>
<td>Valhalla</td>
<td>Princess</td>
<td>Chaperion’s Peril</td>
<td>Scinta’ar Tassu</td>
<td>C-T Victory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFT</td>
<td>Raven’s Nest</td>
<td>Venomous</td>
<td>Manta</td>
<td>Silver Hammer</td>
<td>Atilia</td>
<td>Starseed</td>
<td>Inquisition</td>
<td>Tarhanna Tassu</td>
<td>Coven</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDW</td>
<td>Vampire, Wight</td>
<td>Rogue, Bravo, Atlantis</td>
<td>Devil’s Deeds, Ronald’s Fury</td>
<td>Assassin, Mad Dog, Surgeon</td>
<td>Spectre, Wraith</td>
<td>Shadow Hawk, Wildfire</td>
<td>Scorpion, Magsman</td>
<td>Ambusher, Deathwish</td>
<td>Daredevil, Cutthroat</td>
<td>Demonstration, Sudden Impact</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### STARSHIP NAME REGISTRY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DBP</th>
<th>Ice Fire</th>
<th>Lover’s Quarrel</th>
<th>Triumph</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>Gold Lover, Escapade, Operandi</td>
<td>Raging Blood, Shockwave Rider, Saracen, Needler, Cedric’s Horizon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lamprey, Leech, Moray</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bitter Defeat, Savage Hope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dragonfire, Hellhound, Wolfhound, Bloodhound</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Enchantment, Rapscallion, Rimfire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Long John Dilithium, Pirate’s Pleasure, Dandy Warrior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Diamond Lance, Silver Rapier, Instigator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cometa, Nova, Nebulæ, Pulsaræ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unicorn, Just Browsing, Roncador</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wolverine, Coyote, Jackal, Hyena</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLAV</td>
<td>Quantum Leap, Rum Runner, Centennial Eagle</td>
<td>Scoundrel, Argosy, Blade-runner, Millenium Pelican, Osprey</td>
<td>Traveler, Argent Angel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIK</td>
<td>Special Delivery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT</td>
<td>Harmony, Agitator</td>
<td>Lady’s Diamond</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK6</td>
<td>Conquest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


#### HAMILCAR’S CARTEL: CA Tigershark, BCH MakoShark, BC No Refund, BR Orca, CVS Flying Fish, MR Emerald Queen, CR Barracuda, CR Piranha, HR Merchant’s Fate, AR Claim Jumper, DBR Hammerhead, DW Nautilus, DW Atlantis, SAL Whale, CVL Sea Horse, BRP Death Spirit, PFT Manta, DBP Lover’s Quarrel, LR Lamprey, LR Leech, LR Moray, SLAV Millennium Pelican, SLAV Osprey.
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OMEGA GROUP: CA Omega Glory, BCH Omega Destiny, BRH Scavenger, BR Omega Dealer, CVS Omega Rampage, CR Omega Cross, CR White Terror, DBR Crucifier, SAL Molotov Magic, CVL Chaperion’s Peril, BRP Naked Blade, PFT Inquisition, DW Ambusher, DW Deathwish, LR Cometa, LR Novae, LR Nebulae, LR Pulsarae, SLAV Omega Venture, SLAV Omega Race.


INDEPENDENT OPERATORS

BDP: Enigma
CSV Scout Carrier: Names not known; few were built.
CVA Heavy Carrier: None were built.
CVD Interdiction Carrier: Names not known.
CVL: Inside Trader
CVP Patrol Carrier: Names not known. Every cartel had at least one.
DR DOUBLE RAIDER: Deuce Coupe, Thief of Two Worlds, Double Dipper, Double Trouble, Murphy’s Law.
DW WAR DESTROYER: Azure Seas, Demon, Devil, Gave at the Office, Hornet, Joker, Make My Day, Nazgul, Press Your Luck, Price is Right, Wasp, Yellowjacket.
FT FREE TRAITOR: Dextrous, Gentleman’s Demeanor, Double Jeopardy, Final Jeopardy, Lottery, Wheel of Fortune, Whirlwind.
LRX: Junkyard Dog, Junkyard Dragon, Bargain Hunter, Mugger, Slasher, Merciless, Profiteer, Corruptor.
LVS Salvage Strike Carrier: At least there cartels made such conversions.
PFT: Magician
SAX: Junk Heap, Jackpot Express, Monte Carlo.
SCS Space Control Ships: None were built.
SGS Salvage Control Ships: Names not known.
SLX: Grabber, Swooper, Treasure Hunt.
SLV Escort Carrier: Names not known.
SLV SLAVER: Why Fight?, Custom Free.
TUG: None built.
† Destroyed before the General War.

ORION NATIONAL POLICE
DD: Dorado; other Names not known.
DV: Names not known.

HYDRAN SHIP NAMES

The numbers given below are not hull or contract numbers, but tactical designators. If cruiser number 201 was destroyed, another ship would be built and given that number. The Hydrans also re-used many ship names, often replacing a lost ship with one of the same name. The records indicate that many wartime scouts and minesweepers, built on Horseman hulls, used the same names as earlier scouts and minesweepers built on Hunter and Lancer hulls. During the later war years, some ships displayed no external hull numbers. These, and various other additional or replacement ships, are also listed.

All are preceded by HMS (Hydran Majesty’s Ship).

BATTLESHIPS
MONARCH: None were built.
MONARCH-V: None were built.
MONARCH-S: None were built.

DREADNOUGHTS
DLX Light Dreadnought: Conversion to X-technology proved impossible.
IRON CHANCELLOR Heavy Carrier: Exchequer.
IRON DUKE Heavy Carrier: 012-Royal Sovereign.
KIowa War Dreadnought: Hydrax.
LIEGE Light Raiding Dreadnought: Malatryx, Fematryx.
MAGYAR Medium Dreadnought: Proposed conversions of DNLs not carried out.
PALADIN Dreadnoughts: 001-Great Hydraxan, 002-Triumph, 011-Victory, 021-Majestyx.
REGENT Heavy Dreadnought: Conversions of Paladins.
TEMPLAR Early Dreadnought: Triumph (converted to Paladin), Victory (converted to Paladin), Success.

HEAVY BATTLECRUISERS
OVERLORD: 001-Noble House, 002-Penath, 000-Baronette, 010-Aristocrat, 011-Celestial Transcendency, 012-Imperious Majesty.
OVERSEER HEAVY CARRIER: 020-Lord Regent.
OVERMIND BATTLE CONTROL SHIPS: 021-Knight Regent, 022-Baron Regent.
COMMAND CRUISERS
LORD COMMANDER CC: 001-Regency (later LM).
LORD MARSHAL CC: 002-Chancellor, 011-Excalibur.
LORD BISHOP CC: 010-Vengeance, 012-Testament, 003-Retribution, Covenant.
LORD ADMIRAL CHA: 020-Sovereign Prince, Eminence.
LORD CARDINAL CHC: 021-Successor, 022-Champion.
LBX: Vengeance, Retribution, Revenge, Resolution.

HEAVY CRUISERS
CAVALIER CARRIERS: 001-Restoration, 002-Deliverance.
RANGER CRUISERS: 200-Loyalty, 201-Bravery, 202-Tenacity, 210-Punctuality, 211-Charity, 212-Modesty, Chivalry, Devotion.
THOROUGHBRED FAST CRUISERS: Zenith, Paragon.
CARAVAN TUGS: 101-Comodius, 102-Capacious, 111-Ebullient, 112-Effusive.
SENTINEL HEAVY SURVEY CRUISER: Devotion.
MAULER CRUISER: None built.
RANGER-X: Bravery, Tenacity.
DRAGOON-X: Majestic, Victorious, Triumphant.

SPECIAL SHIPS
D7H CAPTURED CRUISER: 000-Anarchist.
GRENADIER-V TRAINING CARRIER: Spearcarrier.

NEW HEAVY CRUISERS
MOHAWK NEW HEAVY CRUISERS (MHK): Reprisal, Excellent, Gallant, Strongbow.
MOHAWK CHIEFTAIN COMMAND CRUISER (MKI): Names not known.
IROQUOIS NEW HEAVY CRUISERS (IRQ): Shieldbreaker, Starguild, Spearhead, Stalwart.
IROQUOIS CHIEFTAIN COMMAND CRUISER (IRC): Names not known.
IROQUOIS FAST RAIDER (IRF): Two; names not known.
CHEYENNE NEW HEAVY CRUISERS (CHY): Faithkeeper, Honorkeeper.
MOHICAN SURVEY CRUISER: None built.
SIOUX DIVISION CONTROL SHIP: Names not known.
LLAMA NEW TUG (MTG): Names not known.
MOHAWK ESCORT CRUISER (MKE): None were built.
VEDETTE HEAVY SCOUT CARRIER (VED): Names not known.

WAR CRUISERS
TRAVELER: 120-Thunderer.
LIGHT COMMAND CRUISERS: King’s Champion, Retribution, Reconsideration.
NEW SCOUT CRUISERS: Dedication, Engage, Reveal, Quest.
NEW MINESWEEPERS: Sapper, Engineer, Artisan.
NEW LIGHT CARRIERS: Cold Fury.
LTT: Provender, Provision.
MEDIUM MAULER: None built.

MEDIUM CRUISERS


MONGOL: Assassin.

TARTAR: Strongbow, Poisoned Arrow.

DESTROYER LEADERS

WARRIOR DDLs: Soldier, Sailor, Marine, Swordsman, Gladiator.

EARL DDLs: Captain, Major.

COUNT DDL: Pilot.

DESTROYERS


UHLAN CARRIERS: 101-Swarmer, 102-Scorpion.


OUTRIDER SURVEY SHIPS: 100-Quest, 101-Challenger, 102-Voyager.

DESTROYERS (Wartime construction, various sub-types): Illustrious, Insoluble, Implacable, Impetuous, Impudent, Improbable.

PICADOR MINESWEEPERS: 001-Tedious, 002-Hesitance, 010-Virtuous, 011-Prudence, 012-Diligent.

DDS DESTROYER SCOUTS:

DPD DESTROYER PF TENDERS:

HEAVY LANCER: Names not known.

LANCER-X: Concept, Thought, Intuition.


SCOUT-X: Inescapable, Insoluble.

HEAVY WAR DESTROYERS

DEMON HUNTER: Names not known.

WAR DESTROYERS

DWF BUFFALO HUNTER: Commodore Horatil, Superior, Superlative, Outstanding, Leading, Pinacle.

DWL LION HUNTER LEADERS:

DWH RHINO HUNTER: Righteous, Just, Deserving, Entitled, Pride, Faithful.

DWA ANTELOPE HUNTER ESCORTS: Warder.

DWV VAMPIRE HUNTER MOBILE CARRIER: Names not known.

DWS SCOUT: Mystic Seer.

FRIGATES

CRUSADER Frigate Leaders: 011-Faithful, 012-True Believer, 010-Smiter, 020-Prince Hnaypts, 021-Prince Hrakskit, 022-Prince Hbltor.

SARACEN Frigate Leaders: 001-Infidel, 002-Heretic, 000-Blasphemer.
HUNTER Frigates: 001-Bold, 002-Courageous, 010-Daring, 011-Dauntless, 012-Fearless, 020-Defiant, 021-Valiant, 022-Reliant, 100-Vainglory; Active, Aggressive, Brave, Brazen, Fervent, Gallant, Hardy, Rapid, Obdurate, Obedient, Valorous, Vehement, Vigorous.


CUIRASSIER Frigates: 001-Hullcrusher, 002-Savage, 010-Thunderbolt, 011-Voracious, 012-Catkiller, 020-Striker; Retribution, Onslaught.


FCR FAST CARRIER RESUPPLY SHIPS: Capacious, Copius, Voluminous.

PEGASUS CRUISERS

SCOUTS: 001-Endurance, 002-Perseverance, 011-Reliable, 012-Continuity.

FLAGSHIPS: 021-Royal Ark.

CRUISERS: Royal Majesty.


COMMANDO SCOUTS: Arduous Victory, Arduous Campaign, Continuity.

PFTs: Distant Thunder, Distant Vengeance, Distant Lightning, Distant Justice, Distance Fury, Endurance, Reliable, Continuity.

SURVEY SHIP: Reliable.

POLICE SHIPS

INSPECTOR POLICE FLAGSHIPS: Names not known.

GENDARME POLICE CUTTERS: Names not known.

HEAVY GENDARME POLICE CUTTERS: Names not known.

HEAVY POLICE CARRIERS: Names not known.

LOCAL DEFENSE SHIPS

GRENADIER LCA: Names not known.

GRENADIER LPF: Names not known.

VOLTIGUER LFF: Names not known.

VOLTIGUER LFV: Names not known.

VOLTIGUER LFE: Names not known.

EARLY YEARS SHIPS

GRENADIER: Names not known.

VOLTIGUER: Names not known.

ANDROMEDAN SHIP NAMES

The actual names of Andromedan ships are unknown. It is not confirmed that their crews, whatever form they might be, even name their ships. The Federation and other galactic powers assigned code names to certain Andromedan ships for tracking and record-keeping purposes in those rare cases where the ship which made the identification and the ship which was identified both survived.

BATTLESHIP

Devastator: Caligula.

DREADNOUGHT

Dominator: Cesare Borgia, Mazzini, Durando, Rattazzi.

Shiva Mauler: No such ship was built, but Star Fleet Intelligence expected it.
Dictator: Names not known.
Dominion: Names not known.

HEAVY CRUISER
Imposer: Mussolini, Galtieri.
Intruder: De Medici, Gioberti, Gilberto.
Infestor: Giovanni Sforza.
Destructor Mauler: No such ship was built, but Star Fleet Intelligence expected it.
Demon: Names not known.
Demolisher: Names not known.

LIGHT CRUISER
Conquistador: Montefeltro, Cortez, DeSoto.
Exploiter: Bruno.
Conqueror: No such ship was built, but Star Fleet Intelligence expected it.

DESTROYER
Python: Machiciavelli, Pavarotti, Marcello Missirolli.
Mamba: Evelio.

FRIGATE
Cobra: Pablo.
Terminator: Lucrezia, Schwarzeneggar.

CORVETTE
Viper: Names not known.

LYRAN SHIP NAMES

This list is organized differently than the others, being divided along fleet (rather than ship class) lines, and includes the internal organization of the Lyran Empire. The nobles shown were those in power at the start of the General War. Few survived it. The list below shows the subordinate counties under each Duke.

Feudal systems are organized to support the military. Each county in the Lyran Empire is responsible for the cost of construction and upkeep (and to provide the crews) of about 5% of the total fleet. This usually amounts to one each of the standard classes (CA, CW, CL, DD, DW, FF) plus some of the support units. The ships are deployed within the county, but are (theoretically) available for duty anywhere.

As with other ship lists, this one is neither complete nor absolute. Other names were used, and some ships (and some counties) changed names from time to time. If your favorite county is not listed, simply select another county, stage a coup, and replace them.

Ships have a three-digit hull number showing the clan affiliation. The first number indicates the duchy, and the second indicates the county. The ships of each county were numbered in the order they are listed. These numbers were changed from time to time. Tri-hull conversions kept the same name and number.

BATTLESHIPS
BB: Red Claw Sword (Red Claw) (never built).
BBV: none built.
SDS: None built.

DREADNOUGHTS
DLX LIGHT IMPROVED DREADNOUGHT: Conversion to X-technology proved impossible.
DN DREADNOUGHT: Heartseeker (Far Stars), King of Beasts (Enemy’s Blood), Stained Axe (Foremost), Thunderclaw (Red Claw).
DNE EARLY DREADNOUGHT: Red Claw Glory, Foremost Hunter, Enemy’s Blood Taker, Imperial Leader, Far Stars Seeker.
DNH HEAVY DREADNOUGHT: Conversions of DNs.
DNL LIGHT DREADNOUGHT: Heartseeker.
DNM MEDIUM DREADNOUGHT: Never built.
DNW WAR DREADNOUGHT: Never built.
STL DREADNOUGHT MAULER: Thundertooth.

HEAVY BATTLECRUISERS
BCH: Deathclaw (Homeworld), Prince of Agony (Hidden Dagger), Ranseur (Black Stripe),
BC: Bloodshedder (Pelt Hunter), Brilliant Star (Hidden Dagger), Dark Storm Fury (Dark Storm), Nemesis (Blood Star), Predator’s
   Pride (Predator), Regent (Homeworld).

HEAVY CRUISERS
CA TIGER CRUISER: Azure (Dark Storm), Bloody Claw (Bloody Claw), Dark Storm Thunder (Dark Storm), Death Blow (White
   Stripe), Enchanter (Predator), Fangs of the Night (Black Claw), Fearstalker (Night Roar), Golden Crown (Golden Fang),
   Golden Warrior (Golden Fang), Lacerator (Black Stripe), Midnight (Night Star), Prowess (Silver Moon), Scalp Hunter (Pelt
   Hunter), Sorcerer (Red Claw), Vengeance (Doom Star), Vertex (Apex), Vicious (Hidden Dagger), Wrath’s Claw (Blood Star),
CC BENGALE TIGER COMMAND CRUISER: Death Bringer (Enemy’s Blood), Necromancer (Foremost), Redeemer (Far Stars),
   Golden Crown (Golden Fang, built in Y175 to replace destroyed CA of same name).
CCH HEAVY COMMAND CRUISER: Bloodsucker (Enemy’s Blood), Nightstalker (Night Star), Wild Claw (Black Claw),
CCX IMPROVED TECHNOLOGY COMMAND CRUISER: Necromancer III, Sorceress, Redeemer, Death Seeker, Warlock,
   Enchantress, Seductress, Heartcleaver.
CV CARRIER: Red Claw Glory (Red Claw).
CVD MANCHURIAN TIGER INTERDICTION CARRIER: None built.
DCS: Name not known.
SR SURVEY CRUISERS: Ranger (Far Stars), Skeptic (Far Stars), Starseeker (Far Stars).
STT SABER-TOOTH TIGER MAULER: Dark Storm Terror (Dark Storm), Devastator (White Stripe), Double Stripe (Black Stripe),
   Turn of the Tide (Apex),
TGC COUGAR TUG: Clawed Provisioner (Black Stripe), Litter Queen (Bloody Claw),
TGP PUMA TUG: Bulwark (Night Roar), Gehenna (Night Star), Sure Fire (Homeworld), Xandarr (Foremost),
TGSC: Gallant Endeavour (Far Stars).

NEW HEAVY CRUISERS
NCA: Crimson Death (Blood Star), Fearmaker (Predator), Heartblood (Night Roar), Primal Instinct (Black Stripe), Touroth (Doom
   Star),
NCC NEW COMMAND CRUISER: None were built.
NCF NEW FAST CRUISER: Names not known.
NDS DIVISION CONTROL SHIP: None were built.
NMC NEW MAULER CRUISER: Names not known.
NSR NEW SURVEY CRUISER: None were built.
NSV: Never built.

WAR CRUISERS
CSV SCOUT CARRIER: Name not known; one was built.
CVL CARRIER: Crimson Fury (Enemy’s Blood), Golden Claw (Golden Fang), Raker (Black Claw), Red Star Rising (Far Stars),
   Teeth of the Night (Black Claw), Thunderwrath (Doom Star),
CVM MEDIUM CARRIER: Names not known; two were built.
CVP YAGUARUNDIX PATROL CARRIER: Names not known; two were built.
CW JAGUAR WAR CRUISERS: Aslan (Black Claw), Arrogance (Silver Moon), Blooddrinker (Homeworld), Bloodslinger (Night
   Roar), Chotiska (Enemy’s Blood), Claws of the Night (Black Claw) (converted to PFT), Cold Fang (Blood Star), Contestor
(Enemy's Blood), Cruel Fangs (Black Stripe), Demonstar (Night Star), Faminewind (Bloody Claw), Far Ranger (Blood Star), Fearless Hunter (White Stripe), Fierce Claw (Homeworld), Furious (Hidden Dagger), Fury (Doom Star), Gray Fang (Homeworld), Great Claw (Black Claw), Marauder (Red Claw), Predator (Black Claw), Predator's Plunder (Predator), Prince of Despair (Night Roar), Reaper (Homeworld), Shadow (Silver Moon), Voulge (Pelt Hunter).

CWE ESCORT CRUISER: Battle Claw (Golden Fang), Slasher (Black Claw).

CWL WAR CRUISER LEADERS: Avenger (White Stripe), Black Claw (Black Claw), Dark Storm Majesty (Dark Storm), Goremonger (Night Roar), Impaler (Black Stripe), Nightmare (Hidden Dagger), Sadist (Pelt Hunter), Scimitar (Silver Moon), Silver Shadow (Silver Moon), Zenith (Apex).

CWS SCOUTS: Graceful Stealth (Black Stripe).

CWX: Striker, Slayer, Novablast, Phoenix.

LTT TACTICAL TRANSPORTS: names not known.

LTV LIGHT CARRIERS: Far Stars Nova (Far Stars).

STJ MAULER: Lion’s Roar (Night Roar), Pounding Might (Doom Star).

WMS MINESWEEPER: Thunderbolt (Golden Fang).

LIGHT CRUISERS

CL: Blaze of Glory (county unknown), Blood of Heroes (Far Stars), Carnivore (Pelt Hunter), Dark Storm Fury (Dark Storm), Deathrust (Night Roar), Death’s Reach (Blood Star), Djinn of the Desert (Enemy’s Blood), Fear Render (Silver Moon), Moonreach (Night Star), Murderous (Hidden Dagger), Pinnacle (Apex), Pouncer (Predator), Predator’s Pride (Predator), Rage (Doom Star), Ransacker (Red Claw), Ravager (Black Stripe), Ripper (Black Claw), Ripping Fang (Golden Fang), Slasher (Bloody Claw), Soul of Steel (White Stripe), Spearmaker (Foremost).

HEAVY WAR DESTROYERS

HDW: Spinecrusher (Pelt Hunter).

WAR DESTROYERS

DW: Abolition (Silver Moon), Battlehand (Homeworld), Dark Fury (Far Stars), First Blood (Homeworld), Fiend (Predator), Firecat (Dark Storm), Graceful Stealth (Bloody Claw), Gray (Silver Moon), Grief (Bloody Claw), Hacker (Black Claw), Hrath’s Whiskers (Blood Star, converted from FF), Kzin Slayer (Pelt Hunter), Law Giver (Far Stars), Life Taker (Homeworld), Night Howl (Night Roar), Perdition (Night Star), Plunderer (Black Stripe), Pounding Might (Bloody Claw), Rending Jaws (Doom Star), Savage Fangs (Golden Fang), Shadowstalker (Night Roar), Shadowstalker (White Stripe), Skullcrusher (Pelt Hunter), Slammer (Silver Moon), Slashing Claws (Black Claw), Slaughterer (Homeworld), Snakekiller (Hidden Dagger), Star Scourge (Blood Star), Surefire (Silver Moon), Vivisectionist (Enemy’s Blood).

DWE-DWA: Guardian (Doom Star), Mangler (Golden Fang), Outguard (Pelt Hunter).

DWL: Deathdealer (Homeworld), Maimer (Golden Fang), Sabre (Silver Moon), Snakeflayer (Hidden Dagger),

DWS: Virtuous (Hidden Dagger),

DWV: Furious Hunter (Pelt Hunter),

DWX: Firestar, Bloodguard, Abolition, Deathfire, Icefire.

DESTROYERS

DD DESTROYERS: Black Rain (Golden Fang), Bloodguard (Enemy’s Blood), Fervent (Black Stripe), Firestar (Night Star), Flaming (Red Claw), Hunter (Bloody Claw), Icefire (White Stripe), Pestilence (Hidden Dagger), Quick Fang (Blood Star), Rage (Predator), Render (Black Claw), Sagacious (Foremost), Sheekela (Far Stars), Stalker (Pelt Hunter), Terrorizer (Night Roar), Utmost (Apex), Whirlwind (Dark Storm), Whitefire† (White Stripe), Wrath (Doom Star).

DDE ESCORT DESTROYER: Names not known. All survivors were converted into CWEs.

DDX: Savager (Enemy’s Blood), several others.
MS MINESWEEPERS: Blaster (Pelt Hunter), Fortunes of War (Doom Star), Inferno (Homeworld), Infiltrator (Enemy’s Blood), Shah Mat (Silver Moon), Silent Death (Foremost), Tenacious (Hidden Dagger), Thunderbolt (Golden Fang), Twilight Victory (Blood Star), Uskut (Black Claw),
PFT GUNBOAT TENDERS: Berserker (Predator), Bobcat Pride (Silver Moon), Deathbringer (Foremost), Diverse (Hidden Dagger), Flagrant (Red Claw), Nebulus (Night Star), Obsidion (Doom Star), Pack Leader (Blood Star), Regainer (Bloody Claw),
SC SCOUTS: Eye of the Duke (White Stripe), Familiar (Blood Star), Jade Eye (Foremost), Predator’s Eye (Predator), Slinker (Homeworld), Tigereye (Far Stars),
SCX: Chant, Spell, Apparition.

FRIGATES
FCR: Red Claw Provider (Red Claw).
FF: Blooddrinker† (Enemy’s Blood), Bloodspiller (Enemy’s Blood), Dark Storm Fire (Dark Storm), Defender of the Race (Pelt Hunter), Fear Render (Black Stripe), Feral (Red Claw), Ferocity (Black Claw), Firebane (Foremost), Frenzy (Doom Star), Hrath’s Whiskers (Blood Star), Jagged Fang (Golden Fang), Primal (Black Claw), Raver (Far Stars), Razorclaw (Night Roar), Slammer (Predator), Striker (Bloody Claw), Strongjaw (Silver Moon), Summit (Apex), Twilight (Night Star), Wind Rider (White Stripe), Zealous (Hidden Dagger).
FFE: Raker’s Guard (Black Claw), Red Claw Guardian (Red Claw), Red Claw Warrantor (Red Claw),

POLICE SHIPS
FLG: Performance (Black Stripe).
MP: Names not known.
POL: names not known.
PV: Names not known.

OTHER SHIPS
DND: Golden Cub (Homeworld).
JGP JAGDPANTHER MULTI-MISSION CRUISERS: Frazikar (Homeworld), Lizama (Homeworld).
CAL: Name not known.

LOCAL DEFENSE SHIPS
LCA: Names not known.
LCV: Names not known.
LFE: Names not known.
LFF: Names not known.
LPF: Names not known.

NOTES ON FleETS
HOMEWORLD: (King Rahrzahk) (Hull numbers 100-199) (F&E 0408)
   The homeworld was responsible for all ship production of size class 2 or 3 (with the exception of tri-hull conversions of existing FFs, DDs, and CLs which were often done in local yards). Most of these ships were paid for by and sent to the various counties, but a small force was maintained as a strategic reserve.
   The battlecruiser within each duchy was part of the Homeworld fleet under the command of a Marshal loyal only to the King. His purpose was to remind the local Duke of the preeminence of royal power and to act as the King’s agent when required.
   Standard BCs have Homeworld hull numbers; conversions from CLs have the hull number of the owning county. About half of the CWs assigned to county fleets were commanded by Barons loyal to the King.
   Hull Color: Ships of the Homeworld, Foremost, Apex, Silver Moon, Black Claw, and Night Roar counties are painted in a “camouflage” pattern of black, brown, and tan. This pattern obviously provides no concealment in space. It is symbolic of the
earliest organized Lyran armies (thousands of years before space flight), which stained their fur with mud (and later with vegetable dyes) to enhance concealment and identify the factions.

FOREMOST DUCHY (Arch Duke Frinkor) (hull numbers 200-219) (F&E 0707)
APEX COUNTY (Count Leyrafa) (Hull numbers 220-239) (F&E 0306) Original county name was “Swift.” The name was changed after a minor civil war sent the survivors of that county to the WYN Cluster.
SILVER MOON COUNTY (Count Zaob) (Hull numbers 240-259) (F&E 0609). Was Gray Fur County lead by Count Rizzik after the coup of Y181 until restored as Silver Moon by Count Zarab in Y185.
BLACK CLAW COUNTY (Count Kuhla) (Hull numbers 260-279) (F&E 0107)
NIGHT ROAR COUNTY (Count Ktazh Miroov) (Hull numbers 280-299) (F&E 0105)

RED CLAW DUCHY: (Duke Roget) (Hull numbers 700-719) (F&E 0404)
Hull Color: The basic hull color of the Red Claw, Black Stripe, Pelt Hunters, Golden Fang, and Predator clans is tan.
BLACK STRIPE COUNTY (Count Zahn) (Hull numbers 720-739) (F&E 0101)
PELT HUNTERS COUNTY (Count Rzahk) (Hull numbers 740-759) (F&E 0301)
GOLDEN FANG COUNTY (Count Rassk) (Hull numbers 760-779) (F&E 0402)
PREDATOR COUNTY (Count Prekor) (Hull numbers 780-799) (F&E 0604)

FAR STARS DUCHY: (Duke Kadama) (Hull numbers 500-519)
Hull Color: The basic hull color of the Far Stars, Doom Star, and Blood Star clans is medium brown. All are off of the F&E map except part of Blood Star.
DOOM STAR COUNTY (Count Karin) (Hull numbers 520-539)
BLOOD STAR COUNTY (Count Ffarric) (Hull numbers 540-559) (F&E 0103) Notes: This county took its name from a giant red star that was visible from their capitol planet.
NIGHT STAR COUNTY (Count Iblis) (Hull numbers 560-579) Hull Color: The basic hull color of this county is flat black.
DARK STORM COUNTY (Count Rippke) (Hull numbers 580-599) Notes: This county was named for Dark Storm Nebula, which is in their territory. The ship hulls are striped grey-blue/light-gray.

ENEMY’S BLOOD DUchy: (Duke Laarzdah) (Hull numbers 300-319) (F&E 0310) Notes: The base hull color for ships of the Enemy's Blood, White Stripe, Hidden Dagger, and Bloody Claw clans is light gray.
WHITE STRIPE COUNTY (Count Ragha) (Hull numbers 320-339) (F&E 0109) Notes: The ruling family of this county have a stripe of white fur on the top-center of their heads. This is a genetic trait.
HIDDEN DAGGER COUNTY (Count Kleave) (Hull numbers 340-359) (F&E 0312)
BLOODY CLAW COUNTY (Count Nashar) (Hull numbers 360-379) (F&E 0111)
DARK STAR COUNTY: This county became the Lyran Democratic Republic.

† Destroyed before the General War.

WYN SHIP NAMES

The WYNs did not re-use, change, or transfer ship names. WYN ships did not display hull numbers. The names were painted in standard Lyrti (the combined Lyran-Kzinti dialect used as the common language in the cluster) script on both sides of each ship. The auxiliary names were all given female names, although it is unclear if these were the namesakes of figures from history or favored concubines. The names listed are the Federation translations of (or perhaps substitutions for) the original Lyrti names. It is thought that, in the case of the auxiliary cruisers, no more than one ship was in service at any given time with the same first letter, so the list does include several replacements. For example, Francesca was the replacement for the destroyed Felicia. The other auxiliaries were given names with the same first letter for a class, thus all minesweepers started with C, and several were in service at the same time.
Prefix for all ship names is WSFV (WYN Security Force Vessel).
SHIPS FROM LYRANS
Lyran Destroyer/Pocket Battleship: Protector.
Lyran War Destroyer/Pocket Battlecruiser: Defender.

SHIPS FROM KZINTIS
Kzinti-built War Destroyer:
FZX: Flame-kist Hell, Firebreather.

SHIPS FROM KLINGONS
KE4: Justice Denied.
Klingon Police Gunboats: Defense, Defiance, Denial.
LYF: Two; names not known.

SHIPS FROM ORIONS
Orion Battle Raider: Aurora.
Orion Raider: Atonement, Vengeance.
Orion DBR: Shadowdancer.
Orion Light Raiders: Ghost Dancer, Middle Dark, Shadowfox, Starbeam, Starfuture, Cocherlheim, Dwarf Star, Swift Terror, Well of Souls, Zabaraszuk, Zimdars.
CRX: Attrition, Sacrifice.

SHIPS FROM ORIONS
SDD: Patricia, Doris

HEAVY AUXILIARY SHIPS
Auxiliary Dreadnought: Nancy.

INTERMEDIATE AUXILIARY SHIPS
Auxiliary Battle Carrier: Beth, Lynette.
Auxiliary Battle Control Ship: Dora, Norma.

LARGE AUXILIARY SHIPS
Auxiliary Battlecruisers: Brunhilda, Gretchen, Hildegarde.
Auxiliary Space Control Ship: Sabrina.
Auxiliary Heavy Carrier: Samantha.

SMALL AUXILIARY SHIPS
Auxiliary Cruisers: Alicia, Amanda, Amyle, Angelique, Ariel, Ashley, Beatrix, Charice, Daphne, Delilah, Diane, Ekaterina, Elena-Avalon, Felicia, Francesca, Gwendolyn, Ingrid, Jennifer, Jessica, Joan, Katrina, Krystle, Kyra, Lisa, Margaritte, Mary Catherine, Maureen, Melissa, Michelle, Natasha, Nicole, Pamela, Priscilla, Roxanne, Teri, Ursula.
Auxiliary Carriers: Samantha, Samia, Shanna, Sharolyn, Stephanie, Sylvia.
Auxiliary Hospital Ship: Amy.
Auxiliary Minesweepers: Camellia, Candide, Carolyn, Charlotta, Christina, Clarissa.
Auxiliary PF Tenders: Valerie, Veronica, Victoria.
Monitor: Final Defense, Goal Line Stand, Final Protective Fire.
WYN-Jindarian Cruiser: Sheeba. It is unclear if this ship was actually operational or only a hulk used for deception purposes.
ACX: Dominique, Jessica, Ushia, Kitta, Seka, Cherie, Anastasia, Terri, Evey.

NEW SERIES SHIPS
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BCH Tigershark Heavy Battlecruiser: Xena (never built).
CA Carcharodon Heavy Cruiser: Red Spirit; Gold Patriarchy (CX).
CAX:
CF Blue Shark Fast Cruiser:
CVS Green Shark Strike Carrier: Gabrielle.
CW Orca War Cruisers: Green Sword, Green Fire, Green Death; Green Beast (CVL), Green Hand (Narwhal), Green Watch (PFT).

DDX:
DN Grey Shark Dreadnought: Calisto (never built).
DNH Heavy Dreadnought: None built.
DNL Light Dreadnought: None built.
DW Mako Destroyers: Blue Hand (DD), Blue Watch (DE), Blue Guard (DE); Gold Knight (DDX), Gold Marshal (DDX). Blue Sword DW.
DWE Mako-E Escort: None built.
DWV Mako-V Mobile Carrier: Jean.
FCR Barracuda–R Resupply Ship:
FF Barracuda Frigates: Black Sword, Black Light, Black Beast, Black Diamond, Black Watch, Black Gold, Black Guard, Black Hand, Black Dragon.
FFE Barracuda Escort: One or two; names not known.
HDW Thresher Heavy War Destroyer: Orange Knight.

ISC SHIP NAMES

This list includes ships built before, during, and after the War as well as ships lost during the War and during the ISC Pacification Program. The “class ship” is 01. Name prefix is CSS (Concordium Star Ship).

BATTLESHIP
BB: 01-Peacemaker (never built).
BBV: No names assigned.
SCS: No names assigned.

DREADNOUGHTS
DREADNOUGHTS: 01-Concordium, 05-Indefatigable, 04-Indomitable, 03-Insufferable, 02-Presidium, 06-Stellar Unity.
SPACE CONTROL SHIPS: These were all converted DNs or CVAs and retained their original names.
HEAVY CARRIERS: 02-Foundation, 01-Sovereign, 03-Noble.
DNW WAR DREADNOUGHT: None built.
DNM MEDIUM DREADNOUGHT: None built.
DLX DREADNOUGHT: Conversion to X-technology not possible.
DNH HEAVY DREADNOUGHTS: names not known.
DNL LIGHT RAIDING DREADNOUGHT: names not known.
DNE EARLY DREADNOUGHT: Concordium. All DNEs were converted into DNs but not all DNs began as DNEs.

HEAVY CRUISERS
FLAGSHIP CRUISERS (CC): 01-Affirmation, 03-Acclamation, 06-Alacrity, 05-Concordance, 02-Peace Enforcer, 08-Peacekeeper, 10-Peacemaker, 07-Solemnity, 04-Solidarity, 09-Stellar Harmony.

FAST CRUISERS (CF): Cavalry, Dragoon, Security.

CARRIERS: 04-Boldness, 03-Courage, 02-Fortitude, 01-Resolve

STRIKE CARRIERS: 02-Adventure, 01-Audacity, 03-Chivalry.

BATTLE CARRIER: Dauntless, Fearless, Vanguard.

BATTLE CONTROL SHIPS: Straightforward, Convolute.

CAM Mauler: None built.

CAT PATROL CRUISER: Names not known.

CCX: 05-Concordance, 09-Stellar Harmony, 10-Peacemaker, 14-Harbinger, 15-Arbitrator, 16-Worldbreaker.

NEW HEAVY CRUISERS

NCA: Several were built as local conversions of CLs to defend isolated ISC bases in distant areas; names not known.

NCS: Several were built as local conversions of CLs to defend isolated ISC bases in distant areas; names not known.

LIGHT CRUISERS


CCL: Restitution

LIGHT CARRIERS: 01-Pacifica, 03-Paradise, 02-Powerful.

LIGHT Strike CARRIERS: 02-Faithful, 01-Loyal, 03-Oathtaker.

ESCORT CRUISERS: 02-Commandment, 06-Competent, 01-Destiny, 05-Obedient, 04-Order, 03-Ultimatum.

COMMANDO CRUISERS: 01-Selective, 02-Deliberate, 03-Intentional, 04-Purposeful, 05-Intrusion, 06-Close Assault.

SURVEY CRUISERS: 03-Cosmos, 05-Endeavor, 06-Galactos, 01-Infinity, 08-Star Challenger, 04-Questor, 02-Searcher, 07-Seyenen.

HEAVY SCOUTS: 02-Awareness, 04-Insight, 07-Inspiration, 05-Perception, 01-Vigilance, 03-Watchfulness, 06-Wisdom.

PF TENDERS: 02-Amalgamation, 02-Association, 05-Confederation, 06-Congregation, 01-League, 03-United.

LIGHT TACTICAL TRANSPORTS: These ships had numbers rather than names.

POLICE FLAGSHIP CRUISER:

CLM Mauler: None built.

WAR CRUISERS: Conversions of DDs; names not assigned.


HEAVY DESTROYERS

HEAVY DESTROYERS:

DESTROYERS

Obloth, 27-Prime, 15-Onaab, 01-Rovillar, 11-Saltor, 20-Silral, 34-Splendid, 32-Superior, 36-Thruster, 18-Ukal, 26-Versatile, 30-Vindicator, 28-Zoreq-DDG.

DDE DESTROYER ESCORTS: 05-Antagonist, 08-Belief, 06-Conviction, 01-Convincer, 11-Darter, 02-Dasher, 09-Interceptor, 04-Invaluable, 10-Opinion, 03-Premium, 07-Rapid, 12-Ready.

DDG DESTROYERS: These were all conversions of DDs and kept their original names.

DDT DESTROYER TRANSPORTS: These ships had numbers rather than names. Some had local names applied by the squadron they supported, either out of respect or condescension.


DESTROYER LEADERS: 13-Audacious, 15-Champion, 10-Chivalrous, 09-Daring, 01-Convincer, 11-Darter, 02-Dasher, 09-Interceptor, 04-Invaluable, 07-Pertinacity, 02-Relentless, 17-Resolute, 08-Resolution, 16-Steadfast, 12-Steady, 11-Vigilant.

CVE ESCORT CARRIERS: 02-Declaration, 05-Decree, 06-Edict, 01-Mandate, 03-Proclamation, 04-Pronouncement.

DW WAR DESTROYERS: Conversions of FFs; names not assigned.

MS MINESWEEPERS: 09-Adept, 03-Adroit, 05-Alarm, 01-Certainty, 10-Exactitude, 12-Forethought, 07-Fortunata, 04-Intuition, 02-Opportunity, 08-Riskbane, 06-Wakefulness, 11-Wariness.

SC SCOUTS: 08-Inquisitor, 09-Interrogator, 04-Invective, 11-Outrider, 01-Sentinel, 03-Sentry, 10-Static, 02-Torchbearer, 12-Tracker, 05-Vigil, 06-Verisimilitude, 17-Resolution, 16-Steadfast, 12-Steady, 11-Vigilant.

FRIGATES

FRIGATE LEADERS: 01-Ongoing Determination, 02-Final Action, 03-Original Sequel.

FF: The names listed are for frigates built before the ISC began its fleet expansion. After Y180, frigates were built (and after Y184 were lost) so rapidly that tracking individual names is impossible. The ISC treated frigates as attrition units. New recruits had to survive in a frigate to be promoted to a larger ship. Many changed names, and many new frigates adopted the names of ships lost in action. In some cases two or three frigates (in different fleets) simultaneously carried the same name. 26-Asteroid, 02-Aurora, 24-Baryon, 10-Black Hole, 09-Boloid, 03-Cluster, 20-Collapsar, 06-Comet, 29-Eclipse, 12-Electron, 22-Hypermass, 04-Meteor, 28-Moon, 01-Nebula, 05-Neutrino, 23-Neutron, 07-Nova, 19-Nucleon, 16-Planetoid, 25-Positron, 11-Proton, 13-Pulsar, 27-Quark, 18-Quasar, 15-Rings, 14-Satellite, 08-Sun, 17-Supernova, 21-Tachyon; Stellar Magnitude, Orb, Galaxy, Void, Crescent, Helio, Corona, Sunspot, Solar Wind; Moon #7, Nebula #9.

ESCORT FRIGATES: 04-Alert, 08-Barbecue, 11-Battlement, 01-Bulwark, 09-Castle, 05-Fortress, 03-Hold, 12-Keep, 07-Outpost, 10-Parapet, 06-Quadrant, 02-Stronghold.

FAST CARRIER RESUPPLY FRIGATES:

POLICE SHIPS

POLICE CORVETTES: These were numbered rather than named, but many had informal names, most often that of the commander.

POLICE FLAGSHIPS: Names not known.

HEAVY POLICE CUTTERS: Names not known.

POLICE CARRIERS: Names not known.

LOCAL DEFENSE SHIPS

LCA: Names not known. LCV: Names not known. LFF: Names not known. LFE: Names not known.

FLEET TUGS: 03-Contribution, 04-Quartermaster, 06-Preserver, 05-Provision, 02-Requisition, 01-Supplement, 07-Vast Tranquility.

LDR SHIP NAMES
HEAVY SHIPS
BC/CL: Democracy.
CA/CC/CCH/CCX: Independence.
NCA: Spokesman. Later upgraded to NCC.
NCV: See CWL Committee.
BB: None built.
DN: None built, might have been converted from CA.
BCV: None built.
BCS: None built.

WAR CRUISERS
CW: Chairman Pathau, Chairman Kiroth, Chairman Mithau.
CWL: Protector.
CWS: Adjudication.
CVL: Committee. Later upgraded to NCV.
PFW: Assembly.
LTT: Commission.

DESTROYERS
DD: Manifesto, Politburo.
SC: Adjudication.
FLEET DESTROYERS: Names not known.
DWX: Presidium, Jurisdiction, Constable, Committee.
SCX: Ombudsman.

WAR DESTROYERS
DW: Commune, People’s Choice, Proletariat, Equality.
DWL: Commissar.
DWV: Tribunal.

FRIGATES
FF: Liberty, Fraternity, Commune, People’s Choice, Proletariat, Equality.
FCR: Governor Zarell.

MILITARY POLICE SHIPS
MPE: Assistant, Adjutant, Aide, Secretary.
MPM: Plowshare, Reaper.
MPV: Judgement, Celebration.
MPS: Sharp Eyes, Night Eyes, Far Eyes.

POLICE SHIPS
PSC: Sharp Eyes.
PV POLICE CARRIER: Names not known.
PE POLICE ESCORT: Names not known.
FLEET POLICE: Names not known.

OTHER SHIPS
HDW: Mediation.
MON: Dictator.
F-AL: Freeman Zedgar.
LCA: Names not known.
LFF: Names not known.

SELTORIAN SHIP NAMES

OLD GALAXY
DN: Clouds of Ebony, Clouds of Fire, Clouds of Thunder, Clouds of Lightning,
BCH: Wave of Crystal Light, Wave of Power, Wave of Vengeance, Wave of Destruction,

CL: River of Crackling Ice, River of Foaming Wrath, River of Swirling Waters, River of Churning Foam, River of Breaking Ice, River of Boiling Rage,

DD: Mountain of Blue Flowers, Mountain of Climbing Zarths Mountain of Leaping Gorfs, Mountain of Ram’s Duty, Mountain of Red Flowers, Mountain of Devotion, Mountain of Slippery Rock,

FF: Frangent Meadow of Dew, Damp Meadow of Morning, Dry Meadow of Harvest Grain, Green Meadow Sunshine, High Meadow of Summer, Wide Meadow of Lowlands, Windy Meadow of Grass, Golden Meadow of Harvest Grain, Hidden Meadow of Heather, Wide Meadow of Battle,

NEW GALAXY
CA Heavy Cruiser: Wind of Coming Dawn, Wind of Vengeance, several others.
CF Fast Cruiser:
CVS Strike Carrier: Wind of Judgement.
ACS Area Control Ship: Green River of Tears.
CVD Interdiction Carrier: completed as ACS Green River of Tears.
DNL Raiding Dreadnought: Storm of the Firestones.

NCA New Heavy Cruiser: Names not known.
NCV New Strike Carrier: Names not known.

CL: River of Clear Waters, River of Floating Fire
CLE:
CVP Patrol Carrier: Names not known.
CSV Scout Carrier: None were built.

HDD: Not known.

DD: Mountain of Fire, Mountain of Mists, Mountain of Misery, Mountain of Responsibility, Mountain of Duty
JINDARIAN SHIP NAMES

Module F2 (SH235): CA Shana's Temple,
Module R6 (SH200): Heavy Strike Cruiser (HCS) Stonecutter and Light Strike Cruiser (LCS) Stoneslammer,
Module F1 (SH174): DN Black Rain, CA Yellowstone, CA Bluegrass, and CL Redsnow,
Module F1 (SH172): CA Cyruk and CA Jemyanjuk,
Module F1 (SH171): CA Flavish, CA Refrak, CL Rehinohr, and CL Findahl,
Module F1 (SH170): DN Skepter, BC Scintilla, BC Starholme, CA Stavager, CA Smersh, and CL Shirmka,
Module F1 (SH169): CA Green Dome, CL Fire Arch, and CL Triangle,
Module F1 (SH168): CL Belva,

VUDAR SHIP NAMES

Ship name prefix: VAV (Vudar Auxiliary Vessel) until the revolt, thereafter VSV (Vudar Star Vessel).

War Cruisers
CW: Sword of the Prophet, Scourge of the Tyrants, Maelstrom, Hurricane,
CWL: Ionic Fury
CWM: Tempest
LTT: Stormseeker

War Destroyers
DW: Soul Eater, Soul Stealer, Ice Storm, Dust Storm, Fire Storm.
DWS: Stormguider

Frigates
FF: Triumph, Victory.
FFW: Gale, Blizzard, Monsoon, Heat Wave, Typhoon,
FLG: Cold Front
CFF: Storm Front

PARAVIAN SHIP NAMES

CRUISERS
YCL: Nightglider, Starglider

DESTROYERS
YDD: Dreamer, Startalon

CARNIVON SHIP NAMES

CA War Wolf
STARSHIP NAME REGISTRY

CC: Tigerslayer, Swift Paw, warclaw,
CL Proud Hunter
CL-HN: Moonhower, Snarler, Strongtail, Rapid Fury.
CL-Commando White Fang, Blood Fang
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